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American’s Views on the Korea-Japan 

Dispute: Shallow and Deep
Posted on 03 September 2019. Tags: diplomacy Japan

By Mark Tokola

The American foreign policy community—official and unofficial—is impatient with the current dispute 
between South Korea and Japan, which began as a trade dispute but has now broadened with Korea's 
cancellation of an intelligence-sharing agreement, the GSOMIA (General Security of Military Information 
Agreement). South Korea and Japan are U.S. allies, both face common challenges from China and North 

Korea, and both are democracies with market economies. The general tone in Washington is one of, 
"Why can't they just get along?"

Digging a little deeper, American attitudes towards the dispute are influenced by factors shallow and 

deep. On the shallow side is a traditional American lack of interest in history, summed up by Henry 
Ford's aphorism, "History is bunk." (He actually said: "History is more or less bunk.") Even when we tell 
ourselves to remember something: "Remember the Alamo!" "Remember the Maine!" we tend not 
to. Given a choice between righting past wrongs and dealing with current problems, Americans prefer 

the latter. Even with an issue as monumental and consequential as reparations for slavery, the chief 
argument among those opposed to them is, "That has nothing to do with us today." A serious 
consideration of Korea's historic claims against Japan requires getting over the hurdle of an anti-history 

bias.

A deeper reason for American attitudes towards the Korea-Japan dispute lies in post-war policy. At the 
1951 San Francisco peace conference, the United States was firm in its argument that the new Japan 

was a clean break from Imperial Japan, and was in any case too poor to pay significant wartime 
reparations. The United States was keen to foster a strong anti-Communist ally in the Pacific and 
holding Japan accountable for its wartime record was counter to this project. Even subconsciously, this 
postwar U.S. policy view may echo in its current attitudes towards Japan.

Digging down even further, Americans view Korean-Japanese history as being about Japan's wartime 
occupation of Korea, whereas both Korea and Japan see it through the lens of the colonization of the 
peninsula that began in 1905, not in 1941. For Japan, the wartime conscription of the Japanese Empire's 

Korean citizens seems a different case than abducting Korean laborers from a militarily-occupied 
Korea. Koreans tend to agree that this is all about colonization, but argue that the very act of 
colonization was illegal because the treaty ceding control to Japan was coerced. (See Alexis Dudden's 
excellent book, Troubled Apologies, for more on the subject.) The United States holds that colonization 

as a general proposition may have been immoral, but was not per se illegal. As the product of an anti
colonial revolution in 1776 and as a later possessor of colonies, America's history on the subject is 
complicated.

The United States, Japan, and Korea are the products of their histories. That should not get in the way 
of current cooperation, but neither should they be blind to it.
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Mark Tokola is the Vice President of the Korea Economic Institute of America. The views expressed here 

are his own.

Photo from The White House photostream onflickr Creative Commons.

South Korean Pitching Prospects Make 

Strong Impression
Posted on 09 September 2019. Tags: sports

By Troy Stangarone

While most players from South Korea come to the majors after having first played professionally in 
South Korea or Japan, some such as Choo Shin-soo of the Texas Rangers come to the United States as 
amateur free agents. With minor league baseball's regular season concluded, here is a look at some of 

the South Korean players in Minor League Baseball who might be playing in the majors in the years 
ahead including two pitching prospects that made strong impressions in their fist year in the United 

States.

Park Hoy-jun, SS, New York Yankees

Park is the most advanced of the South Koreans playing in the minor leagues. He has good contact skills 
and is a plus runner, but doesn't hit for much power and may not have the arm to stay at 

shortstop. He finished the year hitting .273 with 3 home runs and 16 stolen bases for the Yankees AA 
team the Trenton Thunder.
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2019 PLAYER STATS

PARK HOY-JUN 
SS, TRENTON THUNDER 

(AFFILIATE OF NEW YORK YANKEES)

AVG R

.273 60
HR
3

RBI
41

SB

16
Bae Ji-Hwan, SS/2B, Pittsburgh Pirates

Bae is ranked as the 8th best prospect in the Pirates minor league system by MLB Pipeline and the 16th by 

Fangraphs, two leading sites for minor league prospects. Similar to Park, Bae has good contact skills, but 
likely more speed on the base paths. A younger prospect, he is also seen as more likely to stick at 
shortstop and has more potential to grow into some power despite having no home runs this year.
He finished the year hitting .319 with 31 stolen bases for the Pirates Class A team the Greensboro 

Grasshoppers.
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2019 PLAYER STATS

him it
BAEJI-HWAN

SS/2B, GREENSBORO GRASSHOPPERS 
(AFFILIATE OF PITTSBURGH PIRATES)

AVG R HR RBI SB
.319 68 0 38 31

SdtJfce: Baseball America Image Credit: David Fulmer

Choi Hyun-il, RHP, Los Angeles Dodgers

A potential #1 overall pick for the Korean Baseball Associations' amateur draft, Choi instead chose to 
sign with the Los Angeles Dodgers last winter for $300,000. He possess a mid-90s fastball and a good 

changeup. Though, he will need to develop a third pitch to succeed long-term as a starter. Pitching for 
the Dodgers Arizona rookie league team, Choi is off to a good start to his professional career as he 
finished his first season in the United States with a 2.63 earned run average, while showing good 
command of his pitches averaging nearly 10 strikeouts a game and only 1.52 walks per start.
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2019 PLAYER STATS

sltJU
CHOI HYUN-IL 

RHP, AZL DODGERS ROTA 
(AFFILIATE OF LOS ANGELES DODGERS)

W L ERA K/9WHIP

Source: Baseball America Image Credit: HyunJae Park

Jin Woo-young, RHP, Kansas City Royals

Another hard throwing right handed pitcher out of South Korea, Jin was reportedly able to throw 95 
mph at 16 years old and is the 36th best prospect for the Royals according to Fangraphs. Similar to Choi 

he has a good changeup, but needs to develop a third pitch if he is going to succeed as a starter going up 
the minor league ladder. Signed last year by the Royals, Jin pitched his first season in the Arizona rookie 
league with a 2.35 earned run average while striking out over 10.5 hitters per game, but also giving out 

over 2.5 walks per game.
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2019 PLAYER STATS
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JIN WOO-YOUNG 
RHP, AZL ROYALS 

(AFFILIATE KANSAS CITY ROYALS)

W L ERA K/9 WHIP
6 1 2.35 10.57 1.00

Troy Stangarone is the Senior Director and a Fellow at the Korea Economic Institute of America. The 
views expressed here are the author's alone.

Photo from Amy Meredith's photostream onflickr Creative Commons.

South Korea’s Exposure to the Iran-Saudi 

Proxy W ar
Posted on 16 September 2019. Tags: energy Middle East

By Troy Stangarone

Since Japan's decision at the beginning of July to place national security restrictions on three chemical 

components critical for the production of semiconductors and display screens much of the focus has 
been on the South Korea's dependence on Japan for certain critical technologies. But South Korea's 
petroleum supplies also have significant exposure to Middle Eastern geopolitics in the proxy war 
between Iran and Saudi Arabia.
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For the last four years, Yemen has been caught in a civil war where Saudi Arabia has backed the nominal 
government while Iran has supported the Houthi rebels. At times the conflict has spilled over into Saudi 
Arabia as the Houthi respond to Saudi strikes in Yemen, but in their latest strike the Houthi damaged 
two critical oil facilities in Saudi Arabia.

The attacks have knocked out about half of Saudi Arabia's production capacity, which accounts for 5 
percent of global oil supplies. Early estimates are that it could take weeks to restore production to full 

capacity.

In initial trading after the attack, the price of crude jumped 20 percent to over $70 a barrel before falling 
to around $66 a barrel, the highest single day increase since Iraq's invasion of Kuwait in 1990. Some 
analysts expect prices could rise to $100 per barrel.

While U.S. shale gas might be able to replace some of the supply, it may be of limited help outside of the 
United States. It would take 90-180 days to drill new wells and the infrastructure may not be in place to 
get the shale gas to overseas markets.

Despite the Houthi taking responsibility for the attack, the United States has suggested that the strike 
pattern on the Saudi facility suggests that the attacks came from Iran rather than Yemen. It has 
indicated that it is considering a retaliatory strike. Saudi Arabia has also suggested that Iranian weaponry 

was used in the attack, while a strategist for Iran's Revolutionary Guard has also suggested that the 
Houthi likely were not capable of undertaking this attack, perhaps adding a degree of credibility to U.S. 

assertions.

Disruption of Middle Eastern oil supplies has implications for South Korea. Nearly 45 percent of South 
Korea's energy consumption is petroleum based and more than 70 percent of those supplies come from 
inside the Strait of Hormuz. Nearly 30 percent of South Korea's imports of crude petroleum come from 

Saudi Arabia.
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South Korea Total Primary Energy Consumption by Fuel Type (2017)
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In the short-to-medium term South Korea should not feel much effect. Some 90 percent of South 

Korea's oil imports from Saudi Arabia are under long-term contracts and Saudi Arabia has indicated that 
it will release oil from its 27 days of reserves to maintain exports. Saudi Arabia has also strategically 
placed reserves in countries such as the Netherlands, Egypt and Japan, protecting them from potential 

additional attacks. South Korea which also has 90 days of reserves has indicated that it will release them, 
if necessary. However, if there were more significant disruptions S-Oil Corp., which imports most of its 
crude from Saudi Arabia, would be the major South Korean firm to feel an effect.
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South Korea Energy Imports by Country (2018)
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Regardless of whether Iran or the Houthi are responsible for the attack, there is an increasing danger for 
South Korean supply lines should the conflict escalate from either further Houthi attacks on Saudi 
facilities or the escalation of a conflict with Iran. The Houthi have already suggested that further strikes 

could be in the works, while an attack by the United States or Saudi Arabia against Iran could further 
endanger oil supplies in the region.

Until South Korea is able to further diversify its suppliers and shift to other energy sources, its economy 
is vulnerable to the increasingly unstable geopolitics of the Middle East.

Troy Stangarone is the Senior Director for Congressional Affairs and Trade at the Korea Economic 

Institute of America. The views expressed here are the authors alone.

Graphics by J uni Kim, Program Officer at the Korea Economic Institute of America.

Photo by lawepw on WikiCommons.

Tokyo Commemoration Focuses on 

Abduction of Japanese by North Korea in 

1970s: Issue Is Far from Resolved
Posted on 18 September 2019. Tags: diplomacy Human Rights Japan

By Robert R. King
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On September 16, 2019, in Tokyo, a thousand people gathered in a large-scale public meeting to mark 
the 17th anniversary of the first visit of then-Japanese Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi to North Korea in 

2002 for meetings with North Korean leader Kim Jong-il. Koizumi followed that first visit with a second 
two years later on May 22, 2004. These were the first meetings by a Japanese prime minister and the 

leader of North Korea.

These meetings are remembered not so much because they brought about a shift in the relationship 
between the North Korea and Japan, but because the North Koreans publicly admitted they had 

previously abducted Japanese citizens and they took the first steps toward making amends. In 
retrospect the improvement in relations proved to be short lived.

The rally this week was held to remember that visit because during the leaders' meeting, Kim Jong-il 

acknowledged the abduction of a number of Japanese citizens by North Korean operatives. He made a 
verbal apology but blamed "some people" who wanted to show "heroism and adventurism" and refused 
to admit official responsibility. The North gave Japanese officials recently issued death certificates for 
eight of the individuals it admitted had been abducted, and five individuals were permitted to return to 

Japan. (For details on the Japanese citizens that are known to have been abducted by the North 
Koreans, see the Report of the UN Commission of Inquiry on Human Rights in the Democratic People's 
Republic of Korea, paragraphs 933-962.) On that occasion The Japanese Prime Minister apologized for 
the pre-World War II Japanese occupation and exploitation of Korea, and offered Japanese assistance to 

the North. This exchange and assistance was consistent with actions of the United States and South 
Korea at that time.

A month after the first Koizumi-Kim summit, five Japanese abductees were permitted to return to Japan 

for a "visit," but North Korea made clear the abductees were expected to return. In fact, five children of 
two Japanese couples who returned were required to remain in the North. The "visitors" chose to 
remain in Japan and did not return to North Korea, and Japanese popular sentiment completely 

supported their decision. The children who had remained in Japan were eventually permitted to rejoin 
their parents in Japan over two years later following the second Koizumi visit to Pyongyang.

The meeting in Tokyo on June 16 commemorating the 19th anniversary of the first Koizumi visit to 

Pyongyang was a major event. Prime Minister Shinzo Abe participated, expressing regret that Japan has 
been unable to bring all those individuals abducted by North Korea back to their homeland and secure 
an honest accounting of all those who were kidnapped. The eighty-one year old brother of one of the 
abductees, who is also leader of a group of abductee families, urged additional effort because of the age 

of the victims and their family members. The event was given wide media coverage in Japan.

The Scope of the Abductee Issue

The time period when North Korea abducted Japanese citizens was about 1977 through about 
1983. Subsequently, the Japanese government identified 17 of its citizens as definitely having been 
abducted by North Korea. In 2002, the North admitted it had abducted 13 of the 17 individuals, but said 
that 8 of these had died. The 5 individuals still living returned to Japan following the 2002 summit in 

Pyongyang. The North Koreans, however, have been unwilling to discuss and resolve this issue with the 
Japanese since the initial brief discussion on the issue in 2002 and 2004.
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The Japanese government has a list of some 880 individuals who might have been abducted by North 
Korea during that same time period. Since the North has been uncooperative, however, it has been 
difficult for Japanese officials to confirm whether these persons were indeed abducted by North 
Korea. When individuals disappear without a trace, it is easy simply to place them on the list of 

individuals abducted by North Korea. Periodically, however, some of these possible abductees 
reappear without ever having been kidnapped by North Korea and with alternative histories for their 
disappearance.

A few days before the recent commemorative rally, Kaoru Hasuiki, one of the abductees who returned 
to Japan from North Korea with his wife in 2002, told the Washington Post and Deutsche Welle how he 
and his fiance were abducted and what happened to them in North Korea. The engaged young couple 
were walking along a beach near their homes in Western Japan and sat together to watch the sunset. In 

the darkness, North Korean special operations thugs overpowered them there on the beach and took 
them to a waiting boat which transported them to North Korea.

Mr. Hasuiki gave a description of his and his wife's experiences in North Korea, which gives some 

indication of why this dreadful policy was followed by the North. The abductions were initially carried 
out in an effort to indoctrinate the abductees to return to Japan as spies for North Korea. Following the 
escape of two "trained" abductees in Europe, however, the North abandoned the effort to indoctrinate 
abductees as spies. Hasuiki and his wife were then forced to teach Japanese language and customs to 

help North Korean espionage agents blend in and function as Japanese. That effort, too, was eventually 
abandoned. Mr. Hasuiki reported that he and his wife spent the last years of their two-and-a-half 
decades of captivity doing translations from Japanese.

The Role of Abductions in North Korea-Japan Relations

The question of Japanese abductions has been a critical issue in relations between Tokyo and 

Pyongyang. Japan has repeatedly called for additional information and full accountability for the specific 
17 abductees that it has identified, as well as information North Korea may have on the other missing 
Japanese whose fate is unknown. This is an issue that the government raises publicly and privately with 
North Korea at every opportunity. The issue always receives high level government attention. The 

Japanese government has a Minister in Charge of the Abduction Issue, and the Headquarters for the 
Abduction Issue is a special cabinet committee chaired by the Prime Minister with the Minister in 
Charge of the Abduction Issue, the Chief Cabinet Secretary, and the Foreign Minister serving as vice 

chairs.

This official attention to abductions reflects the popular Japanese interest in the issue. When I visited 
Japan as the U.S. Special Envoy for North Korean Human Rights, I received enormous press attention 
when I met with the Minister in Charge of the Abduction Issue or with family members of the 

abductees. When I met with the Foreign Minister or other senior Japanese government officials, there 
was far less media interest and attention. This is clearly an issue of great importance to the Japanese 
people, and as a result it gets considerable attention and focus in any effort to deal with North Korea.

Few signs have appeared recently to indicate that North Korea is interested in improving its relationship 
with Japan, even as North-South relations and North Korea-United States relations have been boosted 
by a number of summits. Though meaningful progress in relations with Pyongyang has been slim in the 
cases of both Seoul and Washington, the diplomatic activity has generated a good deal of attention.
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Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe has shown his interest in meeting with Kim Jong-un, but the North 
Korean leader has not been particularly responsive to the outreach from Tokyo. Last June there 
was talk in Japan of Abe visiting Pyongyang in August or the two leaders meeting privately in September 
at a multilateral conference in Russia. There were press reports that Japanese and North Korean foreign 

ministry officials met privately during a multilateral diplomatic conference in the Mongolian capital 
Ulaanbaatar. This was six months after numerous reports of secret meetings on this issue, also in 
Mongolia, between senior Japanese and North Korean intelligence officials.

In May Prime Minister Abe publicly suggested a meeting without preconditions with Kim Jong-un, but 
the North Korean leader was not interested in a meeting with the Japanese leader. In early June 
2019 Pyongyang media, obviously acting under official direction, issued not just a "No" to negotiations 
with Tokyo but a "Hell, No!" including a vicious attack on Japan's foreign minister:

"It is useless to cry out for the improvement of relations unless Japan gives up its wicked character," the 
North Korean spokesperson said. "Even though there is no able man in Japan, it is pitiful that such a 
poor-grade being as weasel-faced [Foreign Minister Taro] Kono who always makes hare-brained and 

loathsome words serves as foreign minister.

"Abe tenaciously knocks the door of Pyongyang while making an advertisement as if the Japanese 
government's policy for negotiation with the DPRK was changed but there is nothing changed in its 

hostile policy towards the DPRK," the spokesperson said, adding that Kono had called for the tightening 
of sanctions on the North "at his master's beck and call."

The Japanese have met with the North Koreans to discuss the abductee issue on a few occasions since 

Koizumi's visit to Pyongyang in 2002. These meetings have occurred when the North Koreans were 
willing to talk and usually when there was an interest in securing Japanese economic assistance. Little 
has come out of those efforts to deal with abductions, however.

United States Support for Japan on Abductions

The U.S. government has been supportive of Japanese efforts to secure the release of its abducted 

citizens, and U.S. diplomats have raised the issue with North Korea and discussed the topic with other 
governments at the request of the Japanese government. This support began in the 1990s as efforts 
were made to make progress on North Korea denuclearization, and it has continued since that time.

More recently, the Japanese have received assistance from the Trump administration in urging the 
release of the abductees. In his first speech to the UN General Assembly in September 2017, President 
Trump was harshly critical of North Korea, including its human rights record. He mentioned the best- 
known Japanese abductee, Megumi Yokota, in a catalog of human rights abuses by the North Korean 

government: "We know North Korea kidnapped a sweet 13-year-old Japanese girl from a beach in her 
own country to enslave her as a language tutor for North Korea's spies." The Yokota family 
were surprised and pleased when Trump raised the issue. This public human rights criticism of the North 
by President Trump, which began in earnest with his first UN speech, continued for several months until 

March 2018 when Trump and Kim Jong-un agreed to meet in Singapore. From that point on, U.S. 
criticism of North Korea human rights has been muted.

Trump met with family members of the abductees on a visit to Japan in November 2017, and he pledged 

to work with Prime Minister Abe to secure their return. According to a senior official of the White House
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National Security Council staff, Trump raised the abduction issue in Hanoi in February of this year with 
Kim Jong-un. During the president's visit to Tokyo this past May, he met a second time with families of 
the abductees and assured them of his support for the efforts of the Japanese government.

The abduction issue remains an important one for the Japanese people and their government. North 
Korea has publicly shown that it has little concern for human rights, and Pyongyang has cynically used 
abductions when they have seen benefit in doing so. Thus far, there has been only limited interest in 
the North in seeking an improvement in relations with Tokyo. It is clear, however, that the abduction 

issue is one on which Kim Jong-un will have to show progress to move forward with the Japanese.

Robert R. King is o Non-Resident Fellow at the Korea Economic Institute of America. He is former U.S. 
Special Envoy for North Korea Human Rights. The views expressed here are his own.

Photo of President Donald Trump and Prime Minister Abe Shinzo meeting with Japanese abductee 
families from the Government of Japan on Wiki Media Commons.

Korea and Japan Take a Different Approach 

to Brexit
Posted on 24 September 2019. Tags: Japan trade

By Troy Stangarone

South Korea isn't the only country that Japan feels has broken its trust. After years of investment in the 
United Kingdom based on the understanding that it would be a stable platform to export into the 
European Union, Asian investors find those investments now at risk from the United Kingdom's decision 

to leave the economic bloc and its inability to manage the process. As countries deal with this change, 
South Korea has taken a decidedly more trade friendly approach than Japan.

With the United Kingdom set to leave the European Union, London needs to put in place new trade 

arrangements replace those that it will lose once it leaves the world's largest common market. To 
achieve this, the United Kingdom has sought to roll over many of European Union's trade agreements so 
that deals with those countries remain in place once the United Kingdom leaves the European Union.

Without these roll over agreements, the trade between the United Kingdom and its European Union FTA 
partners would return to same terms that countries default to under the WTO. As a member of the 
European Union the United Kingdom cannot negotiate separate trade deals until it formally withdraws. 
The roll over agreements allow the United Kingdom and its trading partners to maintain the benefits of 

the FTAs that currently exist with the European Union. To date, the United Kingdom has signed 13 
agreements to roll over trade deals with other countries or economic blocs such as Central America. Its 
agreements with South Korea and Switzerland being the most significant.

While the United Kingdom has sought to roll over its agreements with Japan and South Korea, both are 
relatively modest trade partners for the United Kingdom. Aside from China, the United Kingdom does a 
relatively small amount of trade with countries in East Asia. South Korea only accounts for 1.1 percent of 
the United Kingdom's total trade. Japan was only the United Kingdom's 14th largest export destination in 

2018 with $8.4 billion in exports, while South Korea was its 15th largest export destination with $7.8
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billion in exports. This contrasts with its $65 billion in exports to the United States or $46.7 billion in 

exports to Germany.

The United Kingdom imports relatively more from East Asia than it exports. However, the United 
Kingdom was still only the 16th largest export destination for South Korea and the 12th largest export 

destination for Japan. In 2018, it imported $12.9 billion worth of goods from Japan and $5.2 billion from 

South Korea. If China is excluded, the only two countries that exported more to the United Kingdom 
than South Korea from East Asia were Vietnam, which only exported a small amount more, and India 
which exported $9.7 billion.

In approaching their future trading relations with the United Kingdom, South Korea and Japan have 
taken different approaches. South Korea has agreed to a two year roll over deal that will allow the two 

sides to negotiate a more permanent trade agreement once the United Kingdom has left the European 

Union.

In contrast to South Korea, Japan is refusing to sign a roll over trade agreement in the belief that it can 

negotiate better terms with the United Kingdom on its own than it received in negotiating with the 
European Union as a whole. Despite the fact that Japanese firms will face increased barriers in the 
British market until a new deal is reached.

With the United Kingdom leaving the European Union, Japan's move is what London is likely to see once 
it is no longer a part of the European Union - countries looking to gain more favorable trade deals with 
the United Kingdom than they would have gained with the European Union as a whole. London will 
simply have less leverage on its own than it did as part of a larger bloc.

In the case of Japan, it is speculated that it will seek to reach an agreement that leaves the United 
Kingdom with less access to the Japanese market than it enjoys now. While that would be a 

disappointing outcome for the United Kingdom, and counterintuitive to Japan's desire to be a leader on 
free trade, London may not have the leverage to object. It is unlikely to secure a favorable deal from the 
United States and with the potential of a no-deal Brexitto sour relations between London and Brussels, 
it may face difficulty in securing a new deal with the European Union. Taking lesser access to the world's 

third largest economy may just be a price it has to pay as Tokyo will be in a stronger position to manage 
a loss of trade from Brexit.

In contrast, by agreeing to a two year extension, South Korean firms are unlikely to see disruption in the 

British market while a new deal is being negotiated. It is unclear what objectives Seoul has for its future 
talks with London, but it will be interesting to see if it seeks to limit access to its domestic market in the 
same fashion as Japan or expand market access in the United Kingdom.

Troy Stangarone is the Senior Director and Fellow at the Korea Economic Institute of America. The views 
expressed here are the author's alone.

Photo from Graeme Maclean's photostream onflickr Creative Commons.

Impeachment Precedent: Lessons from the 

Nixon and Clinton Administrations
Posted on 10 October 2019. Tags: diplomacy Donald Trump history impeachment trade
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By Yong Kwon, Soojin Hwang, and Rachel Kirsch

The ongoing confrontation between the White House and U.S. Congress will likely engross President 
Donald Trump's political attention in the months ahead. Given his central role in executing highly 

delicate negotiations with North Korea and high-stakes face-off over trade with China, the impeachment 
inquiry may affect the U.S. government's execution of foreign policy. Two most recent cases of 
impeachment proceedings against an incumbent president provide insights into what domestic and 
international observers could expect going forward.

Reviewing developments during the Nixon and Clinton administrations, domestic political scrutiny did 
not affect broader foreign policy visions. Simultaneously, the gravity of the foreign policy challenges 
confronting the respective administrations provided the White House with little cover from the 

legislature's hostilities. Notably, already-empowered figures in both administrations enjoyed greater 
latitude to execute policies while the impeachment proceedings distracted Presidents Richard Nixon and 
Bill Clinton. However, these figures could not substitute the president's role in mobilizing intra- 
governmental coordination.

While the inquiry against the Trump administration is taking place in a very different political 
environment than what the Nixon and Clinton administrations faced, these cases provide a glimpse into 
what may be on the horizon.

On execution of foreign policy: Under Nixon and Clinton, key diplomatic engagements continued 
unabated during their respective impeachment proceedings. However, Congress placed more stringent 
oversight on foreign policy issues that had been flashpoints between the legislature and executive 

before impeachment proceedings, particularly areas that involved the allocation of resources.

Despite the start of impeachment proceedings against Nixon by the House Judiciary Committee on May 

9, 1974, the administration concluded an arms control agreement with the Soviet Union in June 1974. 
The Threshold Test Ban Treaty was accompanied by other agreements with Moscow that strengthened 
bilateral economic cooperation. Many conservative and liberal lawmakers expressed wariness towards 
Nixon's easing of hostilities with the Soviet Union, but Congress did not (or could not) impede the 

administration's engagements.

However, Congress confronted the Nixon administration on long-standing disagreements. Notably, 
lawmakers rejected the Nixon administration's request in 1974 to raise the ceiling on military assistance 

to South Vietnam. This was an extension of an ongoing dispute between the executive and legislature 

over U.S. commitment in Southeast Asia. As early as June 1973, when the investigation into Watergate 
had just started, Congress imposed a ban on any future U.S. military action in the region.

Similarly, Clinton undertook significant foreign policy measures while facing an adversarial Congress.
He led negotiations between Israel Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and Palestinian leader Yasser 
Arafat in October 1998 despite the House of Representatives authorizing an impeachment inquiry 
earlier that month.

Congress too acted more assertively to elevate its long-standing positions while the White House faced 
mounting public pressure. In September 1998, after Clinton publicly admitted that he had an affair, 
Congress blocked the administration's request for increased funding for the International Monetary 

Fund to assist the containment of the Asian Financial Crisis. U.S. financial support had been a
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contentious issue that preceded the scandal. In December 1997, Clinton himself had called on Asian 
economies affected by the crisis to adopt greater macroprudential discipline as a condition for receiving 
external financial assistance.

President's use of foreign policy as a distraction from impeachment: Successive American presidents 
have been accused of employing foreign policy to distract the public from domestic challenges. Nixon 
and Clinton's detractors also floated this theory during their respective impeachment proceedings. In 
both cases, however, foreign policy crises did not contribute to ameliorating the level of public scrutiny 

against the White House.

The Nixon administration faced myriad foreign crises between 1972 and 1974, but Congress refused to 
be distracted from the ongoing investigation into the Watergate break-in. In fact, Congressman Less 

Aspin introduced legislation in April 1974 to preempt any efforts by Nixon "[to play] fast and loose with 
our national security during an impeachment trial." This conscious bifurcation of foreign and domestic 
challenges by the legislature may have contributed to the impeachment inquiry continuing unabated 
through North Vietnam's 1972 Easter Offensive against South Vietnam, the 1973 Yom Kippur War, and 

the 1973 oil crisis.

Similarly, the Clinton administration's decision to conduct airstrikes against Iraq in December 
1998 delayed the impeachment vote from coming to the floor for four days but did not prevent the 

legislature from taking action indefinitely.

Shift in foreign policymaking authority: When Nixon and Clinton faced impeachment proceedings, key 
figures in the administration were elevated to take the lead on foreign policy while the Oval Office 

focused on mounting a defense. However, these figures could not completely substitute for the 
president. Government resources could not be efficiently allocated to advance foreign policy aims 
because empowered personnel could not subordinate other federal agencies and their interests easily 

without central guidance from the president.

During the Watergate scandal, Secretary of State Henry Kissinger was given so much authority that 
Washington Post correspondent Chalmers Roberts described him as a "surrogate president for foreign 

affairs." Similarly, Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin was empowered to address the Asian Financial 
Crisis while Clinton dealt with the political blowback from his affair with Monica Lewinsky. Both figures, 
however, had a narrow purview and needed the support of other agencies to achieve policy objectives 
(i.e. aid to Israel in 1973 and pressure on Indonesia to adopt economic reforms in 1998). The president's 

role remained essential.

These cases took place in their unique political environments and cannot be directly superimposed on 
ongoing developments. For example, both Nixon and Clinton enjoyed higher approval ratings than 

Trump when they initially faced their impeachment inquiries. Moreover, the impeachment proceedings 
against the two erstwhile presidents were not directly linked to their conduct of foreign policy, 
insulating this space from political scrutiny. In addition, Secretaries Kissinger and Rubin had been 
empowered before the crisis and carried the confidence of their peers in the administration. It is unclear 

if the same could be said about figures in the incumbent administration. Trump's diminishing approval 
rating, the focus of the impeachment inquiry on his handling of foreign affairs, and the potential 
implication of Secretary of State Mike Pompeo in the scandal all point to a potential amplification of the 
challenges to the administration's execution of foreign policy.
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These caveats make the current crisis against Trump a unique case. Nonetheless, history shows what 
avenues might both constrain and sustain the administration's ability to execute foreign policy.

Yong Kwon is the Director of Communications at the Korea Economic Institute of America. Soojin Hwang 

and Rachel Kirsch are currently Interns at the Korea Economic Institute. The views expressed here are the 
authors' alone.
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The Objectives of Collaboration by Russia 

and North Korea’s News Agencies
Posted on 18 October 2019. Tags: media russia

By Olga Krasnyak

On 8 October 2019 a delegation of top Russian media representatives visited Pyongyang where TASS, 
the largest Russian news agency, and KCNA, the Korean Central News Agency, signed a new cooperation 
agreement. As reported, TASS is the only foreign news agency that operates in Pyongyang on a regular 

basis.

Considering the fact that foreign correspondents from Western news agencies have difficulties gaining 
access to North Korea, and when they eventually do are normally supervised by intelligence agents, they 

do not enjoy freedom of the press in North Korea. An example of such constraints are the foreign 
reporters who were given access to cover the propaganda-like dismantling of the Punggye-ri nuclear test 
site. The charade of that dismantling was obvious to the international expert community, while the role 

of foreign reporters was undermined in their failure to understand that it had not been irreversibly 
dismantled.

Of course, Russian reporters would not be given absolute freedom in an authoritarian country, yet their 

permanent presence and access to North Korea will enable Russian journalists to watch the country 

closer.

The objectives of the collaboration between news agencies can be assessed as follows.

First, news exchanges. This objective looks obvious and might not require extra explanation: what 
would be easier than to exchange the news in the digital era? Moreover, the circulation of all kinds of 
news could not be solely dependent on the willingness or otherwise acceptance of political authorities 

to share the news. One way or another, the news will come out. What is important to note is that when 
accessing the agreement of news exchanges between Russia and North Korea, it becomes visible that 
the agreement critically eases North Korea-Russia journalistic exchanges and the exchange of 
experiences on a regular basis. People-to-people exchanges that aim to build interpersonal trust and 

grow understanding help to deepen bilateral relations.

Second, deepening bilateral relations. On a more broad scale, collaboration between news agencies 
helps both countries to maintain inter-state relations. For example, TASS has never missed the 

opportunity to mention that it is the only foreign agency that interviewed Kim Jong-il (the father of Kim
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Jong-un) twice, in 2001 and 2011 (in Russian). This fact might indicate close ties and a certain level of 
trust between the two countries. Alternatively, this fact might also point out the direction that other 
countries — who are interested in reaching North Korea — might be willing to take in order to approach 
North Korea. In any case, pragmatism and calculation explain the intentions to maintain friendship and 

solidarity between two peoples. If this objective sounds too ambitions and unrealistic, bearing in mind 
that North Korea is not the main priority of Russia's foreign policy but Russia is interested in securing its 
Far East from any potential threat posed by North Korea, then there is no harm in declaring a peoples' 
friendship and solidarity.

Third, strategizing and formulating the state narrative. This objective might be the most important to 
take into consideration. The reputation of KCNA and its tone for news interpretation to voice North 
Korea's foreign policy is peculiar and mostly propagandistic. In contrast (even some propaganda experts 

might argue), Russia's TASS new agency is more reputable. The Soviet times propaganda unveiled that 
people have little trust in the state narrative that had been voiced by a state news agency. TASS, 
however, has acknowledged the Soviet experience and reframed its news coverage in a more balanced 
and transparent way.

Imagine that KCNA cares about its international reputation and might tend to reframe its image as more 
reliable at the same time continuing to be the mouthpiece of North Korea's leadership. If this is the case, 
then cooperating with TASS might be taken as a small step to learn from Russia's experience to create a 

more positive image of a news agency.

One might argue that Russia cannot teach the freedom of the press to anyone, yet inviting Western 
liberal mainstream media representatives to North Korea for close cooperation is unthinkable and 

unimaginable at the moment. Gradual changes might be the only harmless option for North Korea.

Going deeper, Russia's contemporary stance and self-positioning on the international stage includes 

promoting the idea of national sovereignty. For example, Russia insists that regardless of political 
regime, any currently existing statehood must not be destroyed but only changed through reforms. 
Moscow is certain that through gradual evolutionary change and state reform, it would be possible to 
create new models of progressive development and competitiveness intrinsic to the modern world (i.e. 

human rights and the freedom of the press). This scheme is well applied to North Korea.

When talking about national sovereignty — that by default must be preserved — North Korea's 
sovereignty cannot be removed from the international discourse. The notion of national sovereignty 

that cannot be compromised, is the cornerstone in inter-state relations and peaceful coexistence. 
Thinking logically, North Korea might adapt the principle of promoting a certain state narrative and news 
interpretation close to Russia's concept of national sovereignty.

In sum, through the collaboration of news agencies, North Korea and Russia are more likely pursue their 
pragmatic goals. When promoting its foreign policy objectives and deepening bilateral relations with 
North Korea, Russia makes a contribution to preserving the peace on the Korean peninsula and securing 
its Far East. North Korea's pragmatic goal is to enlist the support of its closest neighbor from the North 

and, perhaps, stabilizing ideological battles with the implicit support of Russia. The long term outcome 
of the collaboration is yet to be fully evaluated, but a positive dynamic in bilateral relations should not 
be overlooked by whether Western or Asian powers who have stepped in the Northeast Asian region.
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Failed Stockholm Meeting May Mean Rough 

Road Ahead for U.S. and North Korea
Posted on 21 October 2019. Tags: diplomacy

By Robert R. King

The Hanoi Summit between U.S. President Donald Trump and North Korean leader Kim Jong-un ended 
abruptly in a disappointing failure in February of this year. During a brief, hastily prepared meeting, the 
two leaders, joined this time by South Korean President Moon Jae-in, met again briefly in June at 
Panmunjom on the North-South border along the 38th Parallel during Trump's visit to South Korea.

The surprise meeting resulted from a tweet from the American President to the North Korean leader 
(and the rest of the Trump Tweetosphere) saying that he would be in the neighborhood and suggesting, 
"if Chairman Kim of North Korea sees this, I would meet him at the Border/DMZ just to shake his hand 

and say Hello(?)!"

Kim and Trump chatted briefly, and the two took a few steps together into North Korea, then crossed 
the border and walked together into South Korea. This gave Trump the right to claim, accurately, to be 
the first sitting U.S. President to set foot in North Korea. (Bill Clinton and Jimmy Carter were 
both former U.S. presidents when they visited the North.)

Following their brief walk, the two joined South Korean President Moon Jae-in, and the three leaders 
met for just less than an hour in "Freedom House" on the South Korean side of the border 
village. During that meeting Trump and Kim agreed that the two countries would hold working-level 

talks. During the meeting, Kim reportedly suggested that mystical forces were at work: "I believe that 
[my] excellent relationship with his excellency [Trump] will act as a mysterious power that overcomes 
obstacles and difficulties that will come to the tasks that need to be done."

Working-Level Talks in Stockholm

At the conclusion of the meeting President Trump told the media that Steve Biegun, Special 
Representative for North Korea Policy, would head the U.S. team, and that other appropriate U.S. 

officials had already been identified to participate. The implication of the President's comment was that 
the U.S. was prepared and anxious to resume discussions quickly.

It was clear that working-level efforts had not identified the path forward before the two unprepared 

leaders sat down together at Hanoi in February. Trump and Kim both were clearly upset and frustrated
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with their highly visible failure, and both were interested to avoid the same problem again. It seems 
that the "mysterious power that overcomes obstacles" was not working well in Hanoi.

Despite Trump's desire to move forward quickly, the effort to set up working-level talks moved 

slowly. It took over three months from the time of the meeting at the DMZ before the working-level 
meetings finally took place in Stockholm on October 5. The principal cause for the delay in setting up 
the meetings appears to have been the North Koreans.

The Swedish capital has been the venue for working-level and other more informal discussions involving 
North Korea. Representatives of Sweden, Switzerland, Poland, and Czechoslovakia comprise the Neutral 
Nations Supervisory Commission which was established to monitor the armistice agreement that ended 
fighting in the Korean War in 1953. Also, the Swedes currently have an agreement with the State 

Department to represent U.S. citizen interests in North Korea, since the United States has no diplomatic 

representation in Pyongyang.

The working-level talks ended Saturday evening October 5, and in a public statement in Stockholm prior 

to departing for North Korea, North Korean lead negotiator in Stockholm, Kim Myong-gil, gave a very 
bleak assessment of the conversations. He described the talks as "very bad and sickening." He told 
reporters, "Whether or not there are further talks will depend on the U.S. ... Whether there will be any 
shocking actions that nobody would expect to see if the U.S. is not ready, nobody knows. Let's wait and 

see."

That last phrase Kim Myong-gil used, "Let's wait and see," is identical in meaning to President Trump's 
favorite phrase: "We'll see what happens." In a brilliant analysis of the President's favorite phrase, 

journalist Chris Chillizza cleverly sums its meaning: "Which means what, exactly? Exactly."

The Foreign Ministry in Pyongyang issued a statement which doubled down on the North Korean 

representative's grim assessment. This Ministry statement accused the U.S. of trying to mislead the 
public and "spreading a completely ungrounded story that both sides are open to meet" again. The 
Stockholm talks "made us think they have no political will to improve [North Korea]-U.S. relations and 
may be abusing the bilateral relations for their own partisan interests."

The U.S. State Department press comment was somewhat defensive but much more upbeat. It was 
released after the North Korean statement was published. "The early comments from the DPRK 
delegation do not reflect the content or the spirit of today's 834 hour discussion. The U.S. brought 

creative ideas and had good discussions with its DPRK counterparts." The U.S. thanked the Swedes for 
hosting, and accepted a Swedish invitation to continue discussions in Stockholm in two weeks. The 
bombastic blast from the North Koreans, however, clearly indicated that they were not ready to accept 
the Swedish invitation to resume discussions in Stockholm.

It is difficult to tell for certain from a distance what might be happening. First, it seems clear that the 
United States is far more interested in continuing the discussions than are the North Koreans. It is likely 
that the United States is pressing for more in terms of denuclearization than the North is willing to 

consider. The North is willing to take small steps on the nuclear and missile front, but the United States 
is not willing to lift sanctions as quickly and completely as the North would like. The North wants all 
sanctions lifted immediately, but the U.S. wants denuclearization to proceed slowly. The only effective
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sanctions are those imposed by the UN Security Council, and the discipline and the political consensus to 
reduce sanctions gradually and in unison is not certain.

North Korea Continues Missile Testing

The North Koreans are playing their hand well. Kim Jong-un continues with missile tests, but he is not 
testing long-range ICBMs which can reach the continental United States. Testing shorter range missiles 
gets a shrug and a nod from Trump, although these shorter-range missiles do threaten U.S. allies South 

Korea and Japan. The Japanese Prime Minister has publicly expressed his concern, and indicated that 
the medium range missiles violate UN Security Council resolutions. The recent underwater launches, 
which appear intended for submarines, do represent a threat to the United States as well as other 

countries.

Trump apparently believes that his personal relationship with Kim will motivate the North Korean leader 
to make the right decisions. This is an August 2 tweet, which was sent out shortly after the North had 
launched a number of missiles within a few weeks of the hand-in-hand walk in the DMZ:

Kim Jong Un and North Korea tested 3 short range missiles over the last number of days. These missiles 
are not a violation of our signed Singapore agreement, nor was there a discussion of short range missiles 
when we shook hands. There may be a United Nations violation, but........

........Chairman Kim does not want to disappoint me with a violation of trust, there is far too much for
North Korea to gain - the potential as a Country, under Kim Jong Un's leadership, is unlimited. Also, 
there is far too much to lose. I may be wrong, but I believe that........

........Chairman Kim has a great and beautiful vision for his county, and only the United States, with me
as President, can make that vision come true. He will do the right thing because he is far too smart not 

to, and he does not want to disappoint his friend, President Trump!

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump Aug 2, 2019

With Trump giving Kim the benefit of the doubt, the North is improving its missile capabilities. These 
missiles are a potential threat to U.S. allies South Korea and Japan, and these shorter-range missiles can 
also reach Okinawa, which has an important U.S. military presence. Furthermore, information gleaned 
from shorter range missiles can be used to improve longer range missiles. Because Trump minimizes the 

significance of these missile tests, the North believes he is more anxious for meetings than they are.

North Koreans seem to be parochial in their analysis of the United States. They see North Korean issues 
as higher in the list of U.S. interests than they are. North Korea is important, but is one of many 

important issues. For North Korea the United States is a much higher priority. It is quite possible that 
they see the firing of National Security Advisor John Bolton as directly related to their disdain for 
him. Bolton's push for the "Libya Model" for the denuclearization of North Korea was certainly not 
welcomed in Pyongyang. They may well have seen his departure as related to their dislike of Bolton's 

hard line policy, and they may well have interpreted it as an indication that Trump was becoming even 
more accommodating to their interests.

Presidential Election, Impeachment, and North Korea
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One phrase in the North Korean Foreign Ministry comments about the lack of progress in the Stockholm 
meetings suggests another insight into North Korean thinking. The Foreign Ministry statement states, 
the United States is "abusing the bilateral relations for their own partisan interests." One of the themes 
Trump will certainly portray in his reelection campaign is his foreign policy brilliance. Fie is the first 

sitting U.S. president to meet the North Korean leader, and this may have made the North think that he 
sees North Korea policy as foreign policy triumph that will help his reelection. Some in North Korea may 
think that if the North plays "hard to get," Trump will be forced to make greater concessions to North 
Korea in order to maintain his good record with North Korea.

What the North Koreans do not understand, however, is that as Trump becomes increasingly focused on 
reelection, foreign policy may become less important. Traditionally foreign policy has not been a key 
issue that has decided presidential elections, although in 2020 it could well become more important, not 

because Trump has done so well in foreign policy, but because his foreign policy has been so 
controversial.

One of the first occasions when Republicans have been willing to come out against the President is on 

Trump's decision to withdraw American troops from Northern Syria, where they supported Kurdish 
troops fighting against ISIS and the Syrian government of Hafez el Assad. A resolution critical of the 
President's actions in Syria was adopted by an overwhelming bipartisan vote in the Congress. In the 
House of Representatives the vote was 354 to 60, and that certainly made the President take 

notice. Even some of his strongest allies—Mitch McConnell, Lindsey Graham, and Liz Cheney—have 
spoke out in opposition to his Syria decision.

The looming impeachment has already caused Trump to focus increasingly on his personal situation vis- 

a-vis the House and Senate. He has never been good about delegating or multitasking. As impeachment 
has picked up steam, the President has been increasingly preoccupied. Since he is so directly and 
personally involved in North Korea policy, it is difficult to see how he will find time and energy to deal 

with an increasingly difficult Kim Jong-un, who mistakenly thinks that making progress with Pyongyang is 

important to Trump's reelection.

In their criticism of the United States following the Stockholm talks, the North Koreans gave President 

Trump a year-end deadline to reach an agreement. The Foreign Ministry statement on the failed 
working-level talks included this warning: "As we have clearly identified the way for solving [the] 
problem, the fate of the future DPRK-U.S. dialogue depends on the U.S. attitude, and the end of this 
year is its deadline." In other words, capitulate and do what we want, or there will be no resolution of 

the issue. The prospect for progress with North Korea is not good.

Robert R. King is a Non-Resident Fellow at the Korea Economic Institute of America. Fie is former U.S. 
Special Envoy for North Korea Fluman Rights. The views expressed here are his own.
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Engaging the Koreas on the UN’s 

Sustainable Development Goals
Posted on 22 October 2019. Tags: development
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By Andray Abrahamian

Wait! I know that isn't a sexy title. But the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a set of 17 goals 
for 2030, adopted in 2015, that are supposed to guide policy decisions. They provide a framework that 

shapes development decisions at the government level and creates space for non-state actors to push 
for their goals. This is true in the Koreas, also.

The UN's Economic and Social Commission for Asia Pacific recently held its third multi-stakeholder 

forum on the SDGs in in the sub-region of Northeast Asia. The meeting, in Vladivostok, certainly 
highlighted a curious region to be coordinating development goals: the six member states comprise a 
landlocked state of 3 million people, the biggest country in the world by landmass, the biggest by 
population, the most developed country in Asia, and the two Koreas. There are a range of social and 

political systems at work in these states. Historical conflicts abound.

The stakeholding states all made presentations on progress at the workshop, including the two Koreas.

The DPRK reported recognizing all 17 SDGs and has incorporated goals into their political system. This 
took roughly two years. In August 2018, the DPRK government created a National Task Force, chaired by 
the Vice Prime Minister and Chairman of Supreme People's Assembly. The Deputy Director General of 
the Central Bureau of Statistics is the Vice Chair: the Central Bureau of Statistics is seen as vital for 

development effort: the North Koreans understand that a lack of capacity in information gathering and 
processing is an issue. They are attempting to measure and report progress using a 2012 Nutrition 
Survey, 2014 Reproductive Health Survey, 2014 Demographic Health Survey and 2015 Malaria survey.

Under the 17 goals, the UN laid 169 targets and 232 indicators. North Korea has simplified this down to 
95 targets and 130 indicators. Alleviation of poverty, economic growth and sci-tech are priorities. In 
particular, zero hunger, an end to all stunting and malnutrition and self-sufficiency in food are goals. 

They also seek increased productivity and improvements in land and soil quality. They are pushing for 
the development of stockbreeding to increase sources of animal protein.

Granted, there are systemic issues the North Koreans will have to address to really tackle some of these 

issues: improving soil quality and productivity will require a transformation of how the agricultural 
sector is run, for example. Yet North Korea does have a history of signing up to some types of 
international agreements and attempting to implement them.

The ROK has 122 targets under the 17 SDGs. Coordination exists amongst ministries, with the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs (MOFA), the Ministry of Environment (MOE) and the National Statistical Office (taking 
leading roles. According to the ROK presentation at the forum, the country currently ranks 18th out of 

162 reporting nations at hitting their SDG goals, but there are still major failures. There is some way to 

go on gender issues and C02 emissions, amongst other things.

South Korea is of course more responsive than North Korea. In fact, of all the countries in the sub- 
region, the ROK is the most keenly aware of and interested in meeting benchmarks set by developed 

countries: Seoul always seems to have an eye on OECD countries and seeks to compete with them.

Still, in both countries, national goals and the commitment to the SDGs provide opportunities for civil 

society actors to engage.
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In South Korea, NGOs can lobby the corporate sector and the government to provide support on key 
issues relate to the SDGs. With the corporate sector, this might be related to corporate social 
responsibility programs, but it can also be about convincing companies that it is in their interest to tap 
into, say, unused labor capacity of disabled people. The SDGs can provide a framework under which 

governments, the private sector and NGOs can cooperate. The easy-to-grasp branding of the 17 goals 
can also help with simplifying issues for the general public, creating awareness on a range of issues.

In North Korea, the SDGs could also have an impact, particularly if there is a change in the sanctions 

environment that currently inhibits engagement. It should be possible for foreign civil society 
organizations to bring together ministries and the fledgling corporate sector to cooperate on projects, so 
long as they can be shown to fit into the 95 targets the DPRK has chosen and create wins for all the 
stakeholders. For example, production of menstrual cups in-country with consultation from a foreign 

social enterprise, could be argued to tackle SDGs 1 (no poverty), 3 (good health and well-being) and 5 
(gender equality) by providing employment for production of a product that helps women be healthier, 
more comfortable and ultimately able to work more effectively.

The SDGs are ambitious and aspirational, and there is plenty of branding, bluster and propaganda by 
both governments and corporations alike about the SDGs. Nonetheless, both Koreas clearly take them 
seriously. For organizations looking to improve conditions on any issues from women's rights to 

renewable energy, opportunities exist.

Andray Abrahamian is a Non-Resident Fellow at the Korea Economic Institute and Visiting Scholar at 
George Mason University Korea and Senior Adjunct Fellow at Pacific Forum. The views expressed here 
are the author's alone.
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Kurds and Koreans
Posted on 23 October 2019. Tags: diplomacy Middle East military affairs

By Mark Tokola

The Trump Administration's precipitous decision to remove American troops from Northeast Syria, 
where they had been allied with Kurdish forces in opposing ISIS, and had been deterring Turkish forces 

from attacking the Kurds, raises questions regarding the wisdom of relying on the United States. Of 
course, the U.S. commitment to have forces in the region had not been open-ended. They would have 
had to leave at some point. The shock came from the withdrawal coming without warning and 
apparently without a plan regarding what would happen next. The move seems to have taken everyone 

by surprise: the Kurds, U.S. allies, and even the U.S. government outside of President Trump's innermost 
circle—if he had told anyone at all ahead of his announcement.

The role and mission of U.S. troops deployed abroad is always open to discussion and policies can 

change. Even surprise is not necessarily a bad thing. Tactically, there are advantages to surprising 
adversaries. It is hard to ever imagine a circumstance, however, when one should surprise an ally, 
particularly in the battlefield. And if the surprise consists of suddenly leaving an ally to face an enemy 
alone, it will be hard to justify for any reason.
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South Korea is among the countries most dependent on the United States for its security. It faces an 
overtly hostile North Korea and a China that often applies pressure on South Korea, for example in its 
opposition to South Korea deploying a defensive anti-missile system, THAAD. South Korea has 
integrated its armed forces with those of the U.S. in a Combined Forces Command (CFC) and has 

forgone developing its own long-range missiles, and perhaps even a nuclear weapons program, because 
of its trust in U.S. extended deterrence and U.S. commitment to the defense of the Republic of 
Korea. Flow will South Korea view the U.S. abandonment of the Kurds?

First, the plight of the Kurds is not an abstract and distant concept for South Koreans. During the Iraq 
War, South Korean provincial reconstruction teams (PRTs) operated in the Kurdish areas of Northern 
Iraq. I visited a South Korean PRT is Irbil, Iraq in 2007 and saw first-hand the warm relationship between 
the South Korean teams and Kurds they were helping train in practical, civilian skills. The South Koreans 

also saw firsthand the personal relationships between the Americans operating in the area and the 
Kurds. I have to wonder what they are thinking today.

There are differences between what had been considered the U.S. commitment to protect the Kurds in 

Northeast Syria and the wartime and treaty alliance with South Korea. The former was a mutually 
expedient alliance, put together to serve specific and temporary purposes in the complicated and 
unpredictable context of the Middle East. It was not an alliance between countries. It was not a mutual 
defense pact. Perhaps this should be enough to reassure South Korea that its case is different and it 

need not worry about its reliance on the U.S. for its security.

And yet, South Koreans are concerned about U.S. reliability. They have found themselves on unsteady 
ground with the United States, whether going from the U.S.-Korean Free Trade Agreement being called 

a "gold standard" to "the worst agreement ever" in the course of a year, to burden sharing demands 
from the United States that have quintupled from a level which the U.S. had found satisfactory, to a 
unilateral suspension of joint military exercises that South Korea had agreed were essential to force 

readiness as the result of the first Trump-Kirn summit in Singapore. Any of these might have been the 
result of an adjustment in U.S. foreign policy. Taken together, they look less like "America First," and 
more like, "Unreliable America."

The quotation about countries having "no permanent friends, only permanent interests," has been 
attributed to Flenry Kissinger, Lord Palmerston, and Charles de Gaulle, among others. Maybe they all 
said it. The reason it appears so often is that it introduces a dose of realism when politicians get too 
carried away in romanticizing relations between countries. There is not much point to an alliance that 

doesn't serve the allies' long-term interests. The key phrase, however, is "long-term." The United 
States has benefited enormously for over seventy years from having long-term allies, even when their 
relationship has gone through inconvenient or aggravating periods. Russia and China envy the global 
U.S. alliance system and are attempting to emulate it—whether through Russian permanent bases 

abroad or through the Chinese Belt and Road Initiative—even as they watch the U.S. weakening its ties 
to allies.

An alliance is valuable almost only in so far as it is reliable. The United States has every right to expect 

allies to proportionately bear the burden and expense of their alliance. Allies in turn have a right to 
expect the United States to act reliably. The U.S. withdraw of troops from Syria, on top of the U.S. 
withdrawal from the Paris climate agreement, intermediate nuclear forces (INF) agreement with Russia, 
the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), and other commitments—you can make your own list—puts U.S.
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reliability in question. That is tough on alliances, even one so apparently firmly established the one 
between the United States and South Korea.

Mark Tokola is the Vice President of the Korea Economic Institute of America. The views expressed here 

are his own.

Photo from Morning Calm Weekly Newspaper Installation Management Command, U.S. Army's photo 
stream onflickr Creative Commons.

Special Rapporteur Discusses North Korea’s 

Engagement with the UN on Human Rights
Posted on 21 November 2019. Tags diplomacy Human Rights

By Robert R. King

Tomas Ojea Quintana, United Nations Special Rapporteur for human rights issues in the Democratic 
People's Republic of Korea (DPRK), delivered his annual report to the UN General Assembly and gave an 
oral presentation at the end of October. (See Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of 

human rights in the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, September 20, 2019.)

This was Ojea Quintana's third year as Special Rapporteur since he was first appointed in 2016. The 
topics on which he focused are the same human rights issues that have been raised since the first 

Special Rapporteur was appointed in 2004. Ojea Quintana has provided the most recent information on 
these issues, but he gave a different twist on some themes.

North Korea and the UN Human Rights System

In the past, North Korea has generally been unwilling to engage with any of the UN Human Rights 
Council's mechanisms and programs which constitute what Mr. Ojea Quintana identifies as the "UN 

human rights system." These UN mechanisms are (1) the appointment of a Special Rapporteur on the 
situation of human rights in the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) in an annual resolution 
adopted by the Human Rights Council, which has been done since 2004; (2) the creation of the UN 
Commission of Inquiry (2013-2014); (3) discussions of North Korea's human rights in the General 

Assembly and the adoption of a resolution critical of its actions (2005-present); (4) discussion of its 
human rights abuses as a threat to peace and security in the UN Security Council, which occurred 
annually from 2014 to 2017; and (5) the Universal Periodic Review (UPR), a process of self-examination 
on human right obligations with discussion and comments from other UN members countries.

(l)The UN Special Rapporteur. Since 2004, the UN Human Rights Council has appointed a Special 

Rapporteur, who reports annually to the Human Rights Council and the General Assembly. From the 
very beginning, Pyongyang has refused to have any dealings with the Rapporteur. The government has 

refused to invite any one of the three individuals who have served in that position in the last 15 years to 
visit the North.

The October 2019 Report to the General Assembly (paragraph 59) confirmed that the DPRK "continues 

to take a firm position that it 'categorically rejects' and 'will in the future too neither accept nor
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recognize' the Human Rights Council resolution and the Special Rapporteur." Ojea Quintana noted that 
in May of this year in Geneva, the DPRK delegation stated that "the Special Rapporteur is used as a 
political tool of the hostile forces."

The only brief and temporary exception to North Korea's willingness to engage the Special Rapporteur 
was in 2014 when DPRK diplomats offered a visit to North Korea if the Special Rapporteur would change 
the draft General Assembly resolution commending the Commission of Inquiry, and remove any 
reference to accountability for North Korea's senior leadership calling for referral to the UN Security 

Council and the International Criminal Court. The resolution is the responsibility of UN member states, 
not the Special Rapporteur. No changes were made in the resolution and no visit to the North took 

place.

The North Korean government did invite the UN Special Rapporteur for rights of persons with 
disabilities to visit North Korea in May 2017. That was easier for the North Koreans to be 
accommodating. The issue was not politically sensitive, as political prisons or access to information 
is. Also, the Special Rapporteur was not singling out North Korea, since she was focused on a broad 

issue and visited a number of countries.

(2) UN Commission of Inquiry (2013-2014). Pyongyang viciously denounced the Commission of Inquiry 

(COI) from the time it was created, and commission members were personally attacked. A request by 

the Chair of the COI to meet with North Korean officials and to visit the country was ignored. Ironically, 
when the COI report was publicly released, the North Koreans denounced the Commission for not 
coming to the North to see human rights conditions in the DPRK first-hand.

(3) UN Human Rights Council and UN General Assembly Resolutions and Discussions. The Human 

Rights Council in Geneva and the General Assembly in New York have adopted resolutions highly critical 
of DPRK human rights annually since 2004, and both organizations hold separate meetings devoted to a 

discussion with the Special Rapporteur annually, but North Korea has not participated in these 
discussions. The DPRK has not spoken or responded during the public discussions, which certainly is its 
right as a member of the United Nations.

(4) UN Security Council Discussions (2014-2017). In December 2014, several months after the COI 

report was released, the Security Council met to discuss human rights abuses in North Korea as a threat 
to peace and security. China and Russia were adamantly opposed to the discussion, but from 2014 to 
2017 the Security Council had the necessary votes to place the issue on the Council's agenda, at which 

North Korea was sharply criticized for its human rights record. North Korea refused to exercise its right 
to participate in the discussion, but viciously blasted the United States and other Security Council 
members in the media.

(5) The Universal Periodic Review (UPR). Each member country of the UN undergoes a human rights 

review every five years. The review involves a self-evaluation of as well as questions from other 

member countries.

Title V of the report of the Special Rapporteur to the General Assembly is focused on cooperation—or 
more accurately, the lack of cooperation—between North Korea and the UN human rights system. In 
the past, North Korea has been hostile to all of these UN human rights mechanisms, but Ojea Quintana
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was more positive about North Korea's participation in the UPR process, and this was particularly 
noteworthy.

North Korea's Robust Participation in the Universal Periodic Review

In his recent report to the General Assembly, Special Rapporteur Ojea Quintana was complimentary 
about North Korea's engagement with the UPR process. This was the only positive note about 
engagement with UN Human Rights mechanisms (paragraph 60): "The Special Rapporteur takes 

positively the fact that the Government sent a delegation of officials, including women, from its various 
branches and engaged in dialogue with other States." He quoted the DPRK delegation as saying it 
"highly values the dialogue and cooperation for the promotion and protection of human rights, in 
particular the [Universal Periodic Review] mechanism."

There are a number of reasons the DPRK has participated actively and willingly in the UPR process while 
it has been unwilling to engage with the Human Rights Council or other UN bodies in the case of other 
human rights mechanisms.

First, the process is based on self-evaluation, not evaluation by outside specialists who are not under the 
control of Pyongyang. The self-evaluation in the North Korea report is effusive in its praise. The DPRK 
report praised its own efforts and included the vow to "faithfully fulfill its obligations under the 

international human rights treaties to which it is a State party, and will make positive contributions to 
the international efforts for the protection and promotion of human rights by promoting international 
cooperation and exchanges in the field of human rights based on the principles of impartiality, 
objectivity and equality." Such a positive spin on North Korea's human rights situation is not likely to 

come from any outside source.

North Korea is sensitive about its legitimacy and international acceptance. South Korea claims 

sovereignty over the entire Korean Peninsula, and North Korea makes that same claim as well. Any 
international action that raises questions or doubts about North Korea's international status and 
legitimacy is a threat.

Second, the UPR is not a process focused only on North Korea, but one in which all UN member 
countries participate. Each one of the 193 UN member countries are evaluated during every five-year 

UPR cycle.

At the beginning of August 2017, 56 special rapporteurs held mandates under the UN Human Rights 
Council, and of that number, 44 dealt with a thematic issue area, such as cultural rights, freedom of 
opinion and expression, peaceful assembly and association, independence of judges and attorneys, 
migrants, religion, children, persons with disabilities, etc. Only 12 special rapporteurs focused on a 

single county. In addition to North Korea, other countries with a human rights Special Rapporteur were 
Belarus, Cambodia, Central African Republic, Eritrea, Iran, Mali, Myanmar, occupied Palestinian 
territories, Somalia, Sudan, and Syria. North Korea seeks legitimacy and to be treated like other UN 
member countries. The UPR process is the only human rights mechanism that involves all UN members.

Third, the UPR process does not have mechanisms for following up on the accuracy of their self- 
evaluation or their record of fulfilling commitments they make during the UPR process.

Recommendations to North Korea During the Universal Periodic Review
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The interactive dialogue is held with the participation of other UN member states for every country's 
UPR. Countries make suggestions and recommendations that are included in the UPR record, and the 
country under review is expected to respond to these questions and issue. This is the opportunity in the 
UPR process to raise critical issues.

At its first UPR in December 2009, North Korea received 167 recommendations from other UN member 
countries. In the follow up meeting in March 2010, the North did not accept a single 
recommendation. Of the recommendations, 50 "did not enjoy the support of the DPRK" because they 

were politically sensitive. On the remaining 117 recommendations, the Human Rights Council report on 
the UPR said these "will be examined by DPRK, which will provide responses in due time."

The second UPR cycle in 2014 took place just three months after the Commission of Inquiry presented 

particularly damning evidence of DPRK human right abuses to the Human Rights Council. Because of the 
attention given the COI, North Korea made a serious effort to demonstrate its observance of UN human 
rights norms. During this second UPR cycle for North Korea, the North responded not only to 
recommendations made in 2014 for the second UPR cycle, but went back and reviewed again the 

recommendations made in 2009 for the first cycle. North Korea wanted to demonstrate a more 
accommodating attitude.

This acceptance of a large number of the first and second cycle UPR recommendations earned North 

Korea a positive commendation from then Special Rapporteur Marzuki Darusman in his October 2014 
presentation to the Third Committee of the General Assembly. He noted that the North had accepted 
113 of 268 recommendations, and said: "I welcome these signs of increased engagement by the DPRK 
with the Human Rights Council and international community, and I hope they will bear fruit." The 

accepted recommendations mainly related to economic, social and cultural rights, and the protection of 
women's and children's rights. Darusman, however, noted that the DPRK had failed to accept any of the 
well-thought out recommendations of the Commission of Inquiry.

A detailed analysis of North Korea's response to the UPR process in 2009-2010 and 2014 also concluded 
that the North responded positively to the UPR, unlike its response to most other UN human rights 
mechanisms including the Commission of Inquiry. But the study also concluded that the North 

"consistently accepted weak recommendations, rejected more specific policy changes, and 
implemented accepted recommendations on a limited basis, allowing it to claim compliance with human 
rights at minimal cost."

Special Rapporteur Ojea Quintana came to the same conclusion regarding North Korea's response to 
recommendations in the 2019 UPR process (Report, paragraph 60). The North received 262 
recommendations from 87 countries and agreed to review 199 of these. The 63 recommendations 
rejected by North Korea were all the extremely serious rights violations: "political prison camps, 

arbitrary detention, torture and ill-treatment, abductees, the songbun class system" and cooperation 
with the Special Rapporteur on DPRK human rights.

Special Rapporteur Recommendations on the UPR Process with North Korea

It is noteworthy that North Korea felt it important to participate in the Human Rights Council's UPR 
process. By making even limited changes in some of its policies, it recognized the validity of the human 
rights criticism, and it at least accepted this human rights mechanism. Most important, it was accepting
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the idea that sovereign nations who seek international legitimacy and recognition have a responsibility 
to observe internationally acknowledge rights.

In the report to the General Assembly and in comments made at a press conference the day after his 

presentation on October 22, 2019, Special Rapporteur Ojea Quintana acknowledged the importance of 
North Korea engaging with the UPR process, while also acknowledging the limitations: "While those 63 
recommendations concerning the fundamental rights of citizens were initially rejected by the 
Government, talking openly about these controversial issues is an important first step to address these 

human rights concerns." He also quoted a North Korean government statement that they "highly value 
the dialogue and cooperation for the promotion and protection of human rights, in particular the 
[universal periodic review] mechanism."

Special Rapporteur Ojea Quintana identified three areas in connection with the UPR process where 
changes could improve significantly the effectiveness of the process. The first concern is that 
engagement with the North needs to be more frequent than once during the five-year cycle of the 
UPR. He noted (Report, paragraph 60) that the North said it had "implemented all the 

recommendations provided in the previous cycles." But at his press conference at the UN, though he 
expressed positive support for engagement with the North Korea in the UPR process, he also 
emphasized that there needs to be more frequent engagement with the North than once every five 

years.

The second concern is that there is no mechanism for monitoring claims made during the UPR 
process. North Korea said it had implemented hundreds of recommendations it received in the three 
cycles of the UPR process, but there has been no objective monitoring to determine if, in fact, there has 

been actual progress on these identified human rights issues.

The third concern that Ojea Quintana raised is that the North has not taken advantage of expertise and 

technical help available through the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights. In his 
report, the Special Rapporteur encouraged the Government to consider "accepting advice and support 
from external actors in the implementation of the recommendations."

The UN human rights measures are not a magic solution and it is not quick or immediate, but as the 
problematic case of North Korea has shown, these procedures can be helpful. It does, however, require 
continued effort and monitoring by UN members and by UN institutions.

Robert R. King is a Non-Resident Fellow at the Korea Economic Institute of America. Fie is former U.S. 
Special Envoy for North Korea Fluman Rights. The views expressed here are his own.

Photo from the United States Mission Geneva's photostream on flickr Creative Commons.

Building the Seoul Metro System, Part 1: 

Steel
Posted on 25 November 2019. Tags public transit Seoul South Korea transportation

By Rachel Kirsch
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The Seoul Metropolitan Subway is often considered one of the best in the world. From trains that 
routinely arrive on time to cars enabled with Wi-Fi, the Seoul metro provides riders with a positive 
experience and short travel times. This near-optimal metro system was not built by accident. It was the 
result of Seoul's focus on three distinct aspects of the public transportation system. This is the first in a 

three-part series focusing on the development of the Seoul metro system. See also Part 2:
Plastic and Part 3: Silicon

Foremost, the government made an early commitment to building an extensive network of tracks. The 

present-day metro has tracks reaching almost every part of Seoul, with 30% of the population living 
within walking distance (typically considered 800m) of a station. These tracks form the backbone of an 

exceptional metro system.

Origins of the Seoul Metro System

In the second half of the twentieth century, South Korea experienced economic development centered 
around Seoul. But as people began migrating to the city, the infrastructure failed to keep up. For 

instance, car ownership increased quickly, but road construction progressed much more slowly leading 
to serious traffic problems. Consequently, expanding the fleet of public buses was an insufficient 
solution because of its reliance on the same overcrowded roads. In response, Seoul looked to expand 
their public transportation system by digging underground.

To construct and operate the new metro, the government relied on two separate public companies. The 
first was the Korean National Railroad, today known as Korail, which was founded in 1963 for the 
purpose of building railroads connecting cities around the country. The government partnered their 

expertise with a new company founded in 1970, the Seoul Metro Corporation, which focused on rapid 
transit. In 1974, the two companies worked together to open the first metro line across Seoul.

Line Construction

Phase 1 launched the metro system with the construction of Lines 1-4, which were completed in 
1985. Geographically, the first phase focused on providing services to the areas that were (and continue 

to be) the most populated areas of the city. The five busiest stations and the three of the five biggest 
transfer stations in modern Seoul were all built during Phase 1. For the establishment of the system, it 
was important that the metro start with the places people needed to access the most.

Ten years after the completion of Phase 1, the first line of Phase 2 opened. The second phase ended in 
2000 after adding four new lines and one hundred and sixty-one new stops to the system in a span of 
only five years. With this phase, the government adopted a different approach. Instead of continuing to 
concentrate on highly populated areas, the focus shifted to reaching areas of Seoul that lacked metro 

access. Phase 2 played an equally critical role in the evolution of the system because the diversification 
of track locations broadened the area and population that benefited from the metro.

A Change in Plans

Despite its early successes, the Seoul metro system began to struggle with its own mistakes and 
shortcomings. Seoul continued to be a popular location to live, but space within the city was limited, and 
due to a lack of public transportation in nearby satellite cities, people were hesitant to move to these 

locations. In the ten year gap between Phase 1 and 2, fifty-nine new metro stations opened, but they
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were all on the four pre-existing lines limiting the options for people commuting into the city. It was not 
until the late 2000s, when the metro began to change its strategy and introduce specialized, commuter 
lines to complement the pre-existing metro system. But these lines still left riders with long commutes 
and limited options.

The decreased budget allocated for public transportation also influenced the government's change in 
policy toward rail transportation. Low funding led to the cancelation of the majority of Phase 3, except 
for Line 9, which did not open until 2009. Seoul had been able to build a system that covered vast 

portion of the city, but as time went on, the government realized that simply laying extensive rail lines 
was not enough to make a satisfactory metro system.

These issues would be resolved through the public transit authorities' adoption of new systems to 

increase operation speed, which is addressed in Part 2: Plastic.

Conclusion

By dedicating its resources to the construction of numerous tracks, the Seoul government had great 
success in building a system that adequately traversed the breadth of the city. But its focus on serving 
the city while neglecting the outskirts hindered commuters from reaping its full benefits. However, the 
government continues to add commuter rail lines to fix this major vulnerability in the system. Even 

though the metro has faced setbacks, the first three decades of the Seoul metro provided a strong 
foundation for future advancements.

Rachel Kirsch is an intern at the Korea Economic Institute. Rachel graduated from Belmont University 

with a degree in international politics. The views expressed here are the author's alone.

The picture is from user MTA T Train onflickr

Building the Seoul Metro System, Part 2: 

Plastic
Posted on 26 November 2019. Tags public transit Seoul South Korea transportation

By Rachel Kirsch

The Seoul Metropolitan Subway is often considered one of the best in the world. From trains that 
routinely arrive on time to cars enabled with Wi-Fi, the Seoul metro provides riders with a positive 
experience and short travel times. This near-optimal metro system was not built by accident. It was the 

result of Seoul's focus on three distinct aspects of the public transportation system. This is the second in a 
three-part series focusing on the development of the Seoul metro system. Please see Part 1:
Steel and Part 3: Silicon.

The Seoul metro faced a predicament at the turn of the century as funding cuts made further track 
expansions difficult despite growing demand. In order to improve the system, Seoul focused on 
implementing the second critical piece of its evolution: operational networks that facilitated people's 
ability to access the public transportation system, most notably a comprehensive multi-use fare card.
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The 2004 Bus Reform

The focus on the metro system had left the bus system in disarray, and there were severe problems with 
scheduling and route organization. There was also a lack of coordination between the metro and buses, 

making it difficult for people to use both networks to complete a trip. In response, the government 
introduced the 2004 Bus Reform, with the primary goal of integrating the two systems.

The biggest outcome from this reform was the changes made to the fare system. Previously, only single 

ride tickets were available, meaning every transfer was the price of a single ride. A trip with two 
transfers would be three times the price of a ride with no transfers.

To address this complication, a new fare system was adopted. Riders paid a flat fee of 1,250 won to ride 

the system within a 10km zone. Transfers added no additional fee as long as the total length of the trip 
did not exceed 10km. These changes increased the distance people could travel while simultaneously 
lowering the cost for individual riders.

The T-Money Card

The change to the fare system was made even more potent by the introduction of the T-Money Card. 
Before the implementation of the card, riders had to stand in line to purchase a new ticket every time 

they rode the metro, which took up time and created long lines in the stations. To fix these problems 
the government partnered with LG to develop and design the T-Money Card which debuted in July 2004.

From its inception, the T-Money Card completely changed the way people paid for public 

transportation. First, it put the bus and the metro under one payment method allowing people to 
seamlessly transfer from system to system. Secondly, it reduced the amount of time and money that 
was previously spent buying a new ticket for every ride. The uses of the card only grew from there. It 

became a comprehensive transit payment card when taxis were equipped with card readers that 
accepted T-Money Cards in 2007. And in 2014, it expanded so that the same card could be used for 
metro systems in a number of cities around South Korea. The usage of the card has extended beyond 
transportation as some convenience stores accept T-Money Cards as valid methods of payment.

With time, the T-Money Card became even more user-friendly. Originally, the card had to be preloaded 
with money before it could be used. However, eventually, cards were created that connected straight to 
bank accounts, allowing riders to skip the process of refilling their cards.

The card not only revolutionized the experience for riders but also changed the way planners and 
administrators understood the system. Since the new fare system required riders to tap in at their origin 
station and tap out at their destination station, a new set of data emerged that tracked the exact trips 

that riders took. Now, the government and researchers alike could see routes, times, frequency, and a 
variety of other information allowing them to more accurately understand and meet the needs of riders. 
The T-Money card remains the foremost example of how adding technology could enhance existing 
public transportation infrastructure.

This was only the beginning. The transit authorities would continue to adopt new technologies to 
improve services, which is addressed in Part 3: Silicon.

Conclusion
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With its new coordination with the buses, the metro was able to extend its reach without building any 
new tracks. Furthermore, the combination of the new fare system with the introduction of the T-Money 
Card increased the efficiency and efficacy of transit. These rewards alerted the Seoul Metro Corporation 
to other technologies that it could adopt to further enhance public transportation.

Rachel Kirsch is an intern at the Korea Economic Institute. Rachel graduated from Belmont University 
with a degree in international politics. The views expressed here are the author's alone.
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Building the Seoul Metro System, Part 3: 

Silicon
Posted on 27 November 2019. Tags: public transit Seoul South Korea transportation

By Rachel Kirsch

The Seoul Metropolitan Subway is often considered one of the best in the world. From trains that 
routinely arrive on time to cars enabled with Wi-Fi, the Seoul metro provides riders with a positive 

experience and short travel times. This near-optimal metro system was not built by accident. It was the 
result of Seoul's focus on three distinct aspects of the public transportation system. This is the final piece 
in a three-part series focusing on the development of the Seoul metro system. Please see Part 1:
Steel and Part 2: Plastic.

After the reforms in 2004, Seoul built a public transportation system that covered a large breadth of the 
city while remaining affordable and convenient. But Seoul refused to stop bettering the system. Most 

recent developments have focused on further integrating technology into the system and enhancing 
ways that the metro can meet the needs of the people.

The Addition of Technology to the System

Following the success of the T-Money Card, the Seoul government began adding more technological 
advancements to improve the quality of the metro system. One of the most noticeable upgrades was 
the installation of digital screens both in the stations and on the trains. On the platform, the screens 

share a plethora of useful information with riders such as the real-time location of the next train. 
Meanwhile, inside the car, screens provide information on the upcoming stop as well as play a variety of 
different shows to entertain riders.

In 2009, automatic doors separating the platform from the tracks were added to every station. The 
principal benefit of these doors is safety. Since the doors only open when the train arrives, passengers 
are much safer around the track, and the government reported that these doors have reduced suicides 
on the tracks by 62%. Additionally, the doors cut noise pollution in the stations by 7.9% and lowered 

heating and air conditioning costs.

To further digitize the system, transit authorities worked to ensure internet-accessibility underground.
In 2010, the Seoul government began equipping its train cars with Wi-Fi, allowing passengers to use 

their phones and access the internet while underground. The internet also improved the system when
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Seoul Metro introduced an app allowing riders to receive updates without being physically present in a 
station. The app helps travelers plan their routes, gives real-time train locations, and alerts riders of any 
notification regarding line delays or changes.

Safety and Sustainability

The city has also worked to revitalize the pre-existing infrastructure. For example, Seoul has 
gained renown for its user-friendly maps and signs. Numbered exit signs from the station, for instance, 

help riders easily identify the path they need to take to leave the station and reach their final 
destination. Companies have also worked diligently to make the system accessible to foreigners. 
Instructions at kiosk stations are available in Korean, Chinese, Japanese, and English, signs throughout 
the station have Romanized versions of station names, and even train announcements are typically in 

multiple languages.

Private sector stakeholders have profited from these investments into the metro system. Screens and 
platform door installation gave the companies new spaces to advertise. Ads for a variety of products, 

events, and programs can be found on almost every surface in the stations and on the trains. This has 
provided a major source of revenue for Seoul Metro. In 2016 alone, 143,000 ads on Lines 1- 
8 generated 44 billion won in profit. This level of income gives the metro capacity to continue investing 
in the future.

Future of the System

There are currently plans to extend Lines 1,5,6,7, and 8 as well as expanding and introducing additional 

commuter lines. The city is also working on upgrading the Wi-Fi capabilities in stations and on the train 
cars to make it faster for users.

But the future does not come without problems or struggles. Even though Seoul runs trains frequently, 
during rush hours, cars are often crammed with people standing shoulder to shoulder. The metro 
system recently faced a number of strikes, which reminded observers that the system is exposed 
to broader societal challenges in South Korea, including labor rights, livable wages, and employment.

Conclusion

Each new technological addition that Seoul made aimed to enhance the experience for riders while 

simultaneously generating revenue for the system. Seoul never grows complacent with its system, and 
these constant improvements have made the system safer, more sustainable, and more admired around 
the world. Furthermore, Seoul has already started planning how it will expand and advance in the 
future.

Overall, Seoul has been able to develop a successful metro system because it consistently dedicated 
resources to the system and constantly evolved which aspects of the system it focused on. Even the best 
metro systems struggle to achieve success in as many different areas as Seoul. By building an extensive 

network of tracks, accelerating access to trains, and delivering greater information and safety to users, 
Seoul built one of the greatest metro systems in the world.

Rachel Kirsch is an intern at the Korea Economic Institute. Rachel graduated from Belmont University 

with a degree in international politics. The views expressed here are the author's alone.
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The Koreas, Together Alone
Posted on 02 December 2019. Tags diplomacy Kim Jonq-un sanctions

By Andray Abrahamian

It is difficult to recall a moment where the two Koreas were simultaneously more isolated from the 
other countries of the region. What does this mean for the coming years?

For both, relations with China have been tricky in recent years. Beijing, has after all sanctioned both 

Koreas since 2017. When Seoul installed the American TFIAAD anti-missile defense system in mid-2017, 
Beijing sanctioned several Korean companies and sectors. This was executed informally and was thus 
deniable, such as the unofficial ban on group travel to South Korea: no public edict was given and news 
agencies only learned of it through leaks or comments by Chinese tour operators. Seoul made some 

commitments to Beijing in October of that year, but 2017 was difficult.

North Korea was meanwhile also subject to several rounds of UN sanctions in 2016 and 2017, as they 
pursued a robust schedule of nuclear and missile testing. This included punishing sectoral sanctions that 

covered all of the DPRK's major exports, including laborers abroad, textiles, seafood, coal, and other 
extractives. China signed on to all of these, exacerbating the sense of mistrust Pyongyang has regarding 
its huge neighbor.

Since then, Kim Jong-un and Xi Jinping have managed to have five (five!) summits and clearly some sort 
of cooperative agreement has been put in place, even if the details are unknown. Still, after years of 
tensions, bilateral relations remain tense. North Koreans have distrusted the Chinese for decades and 

more than generally assumed by many observers. A handful of summits hasn't erased this. Moreover, 
the huge increase in Chinese tourism to North Korea - something of an economic lifeline that has 
developed in the past year - has to give Kim Jong-un pause: he saw how Beijing choked off tourism to 
the other Korea. (It has also happened with Taiwan and Palau, to varying degrees.)

The quixotic leadership of Donald Trump has opened new opportunities and created new challenges for 
both Koreas, also. Fie has heaped pressure on South Korea through forcing a renegotiation of the 2012 
Korea-US Free Trade Agreement, while slapping tariffs on some exports. This year, he has demanded a 

five-fold increase in the cost that Seoul pays for stationing U.S. troops in Korea.

Meanwhile, from the North Korean perspective, Trump has failed to come up with a new kind of 
solution to the post-Flanoi doldrums, even though Pyongyang's own decision-making bears much 

responsibility for the lack of progress this year. Still, it seems as if Kim Jong-un has concluded that Trump 
has gone from wanting a deal to being disinterested. If the door to dialogue is currently barely open, 
Kim's suggestion that he will go "a new way" in 2020 will probably see it slammed shut.

Japan is more irrelevant to North Korea than ever. Once the DPRK's largest trading partner, interactions 
are now minimal. Shinzo Abe is the only leader in the region not to have had a summit with Kim Jong-un, 
so little is there to discuss, apparently.
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Following South Korea's 2018 Supreme Court order that two Japanese companies must compensate 14 
forced labor victims for unpaid work during World War II and the Moon Administration's dissolution of a 
foundation for "comfort women" under a 2015 agreement, Japan started a trade war. By taking South 
Korea off a trading white list, Tokyo threatened inputs into Korea's semiconductor industry. South Korea 

responded with a consumer boycott and its own whitelist removal.

Crucially, Seoul also announced it was leaving GSOMIA, an intelligence sharing agreement brokered by 
Washington. Seoul has just postponed that decision after U.S. pressure in the past few weeks. This must 

also feel to Seoul as if it has less sway with the Americans than Tokyo has.

As for Russia, it will continue to take a backseat in the region. Moscow will not be a decisive economic or 
political player for either Korea.

This is a moment for extreme uncertainty for both Pyongyang and Seoul. If President Trump is in power 
another five years, one suspects Seoul might be inclined to pursue greater autonomy and move further 
from the United States. Yet rushing into the arms of China is hardly appealing. Rapprochement with 

Japan in the coming years seems unlikely: the South Korean body-politic is moving towards a 
fundamental reshaping of Japan-Korea relations, moving beyond the 1965 treaty that has hitherto 
defined bilateral ties.

For North Korea, whatever arrangement they have with China will allow for continued survival, but 
absent a breakthrough with the United States, economic growth will be limited. Major Chinese 
companies will stay away from North Korea so long as secondary sanctions risks remain. Russian 
investment and trade will remain small.

Inter-Korean relations will also deteriorate: even if Seoul's trust in and dependence on the United States 
for security is gradually reduced, domestic politics and the structure of inter-Korean competition will 

remain huge fetters on how much the two Koreas could turn to each other. In the near term, Moon's 
outreach will appear invalidated in domestic politics.

The extent to which uncertainty in Northeast Asia persists is partly related to how long Trump is in 

office, though not entirely. Regardless, both Koreas will find themselves navigating waters even more 
lonely and ambiguous than ever.

Andray Abrahamian is a Non-Resident Fellow at the Korea Economic Institute and Visiting Scholar at 

George Mason University Korea and Senior Adjunct Fellow at Pacific Forum. The views expressed here 
are the author's alone.
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Emerging 5G industry in South Korea amid 

the U.S.-China Trade Conflict
Posted on 06 December 2019. Tags 5G china Samsung security South Korea technology trade US - ROK Relations

By Hyoshin Kim and Junsoo Kweon
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5G offers faster data speeds than current mobile networks and could transform the global economy 
through fields like Internet of Things (loT) and self-driving cars. This network is also critical to a nation's 
military capabilities. It can share huge volumes of data across vast distances, allowing governments to 
track missile launches and transmit real-time drone footage.

Given the security implications of the 5G industry, the U.S. government is concerned with China's rising 
dominance in this sector. The Chinese company Huawei is already a leading global information and 
technology provider. It is also active in South Korea's telecommunications market. As the U.S. 

government monitors Huawei, the company's presence as a 5G vendor in South Korea has created a 
dilemma.

The Trump Administration has warned allies that Huawei is an untrusted 5G vendor. This is because 

China's National Intelligence Law requires all people and entities within China to abide by the decisions 
of China's communist government. If the Chinese government wanted some information from Huawei's 
networks, all it has to do is ask.

To make the situation worse, The Washington Post reported that Huawei conducted "secret operations 
to build North Korea's wireless network". The company's history of operating in countries like Iran 
further intensifies concerns around Huawei's intentions to become the principal provider of 5G 
technology to East Asia.

Despite these concerns, South Korea continues to accept Huawei contracts. Huawei's price- 
competitiveness has attracted significant attention in the race to develop regional 5G network 
infrastructure. One of the three mobile phone service providers, LG Uplus, in South Korea has partnered 

with Huawei to build its 5G network. Meanwhile, the Japanese government decided to ban Huawei, 
pushing back on any official contracts with Huawei in its telecommunications network.

The U.S. government insists that the risk of information leaking to China through Huawei's 5G networks 
could endanger the U.S. alliance with South Korea and Japan. Randall Schriver, the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for Asian and Pacific Security Affairs, said "The United States doesn't want to see a situation 
arise where we don't have confidence in sharing sensitive information with our ally and information 

being safeguarded."

South Korea, in particular, is caught in between China and the United States. China is geographically 
closer to South Korea and makes up a larger share of its foreign trade. China accounts for 26.8% of South 

Korea's exports. Leveraging this economic clout, the Chinese government is pushing South Korea to 
continue trading with Huawei.

In response, South Korea has been actively developing its own 5G industry that can compete with 

Huawei. In June, the government of South Korea launched a 5G plus strategic committee to establish a 
long-term plan to enhance the Korean companies' share in the 5G telecommunication equipment 

market. Furthermore, Korea is actively looking to cooperate with ASEAN markets on 5G network 
buildout, providing an avenue for Korean technology companies to scale-up its 5G capacity.

With the government's support, Samsung is expanding its 5G business. Already the world's biggest 
supplier of smartphones and computer chips, Samsung plans to utilize its existing infrastructure to give 
it a competitive edge over Huawei in 2020. In addition, Samsung is a leader in the semiconductor
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industry, which provides core components for 5G base stations and transmitters. As Samsung develops 
smaller and faster semiconductors, its 5G wireless technology is also anticipated to improve.

Samsung is also positioning to be a possible partner of the United States. Claude Barfield, a scholar at 

the American Enterprise Institute, argued "It is not clear if Huawei's two current competitors — 
Sweden's Ericsson and Finland's Nokia — will be able to match Huawei's prodigious resources. Samsung 
could develop into a potent third option over the next several years." As South Korea looks to bolster its 
own tech infrastructure while balancing its security needs, it is worth paying greater attention to South 

Korea's 5G network.

Hyoshin Kim is an Asan Fellow and an intern at the Korea Economic Institute of America. Junsoo Kweon is 
an Asan Fellow and intern at the Fleritage Foundation. The views expressed here are the authors' own.
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Climate Change is Critical to Assuring U.S. 

leadership on the Korean Peninsula and 

Northeast Asia
Posted on 30 December 2019.

By Emanuel Pastreich

The conclusion of COP 25 (UN Climate Change Conference) in Madrid failed to produce any consensus, 
or plan, for responding to the acidification of the oceans, increasing desertification, rising sea levels or 
alternating droughts and hurricanes that spell catastrophe for humanity. This inaction was not a result 

of ignorance. The U.N. Environment Program released a detailed report "The Production Gap" at the 
time of the conference that describes in detail the abject failure of leading nations to address climate 
change, even in the face of scientific data.

The United States, whose domestic energy policies are critical to our shared future, and which once 
worked with the European Union and other nations to set goals for mitigation and reduction, has 
become the primary obstacle to the planning for, and implementation of, such critical global 

agreements.

In part this shift is the result of a growing isolationist sentiment that expresses itself in the contempt 
shown by the current administration for binding international treaties, whether about carbon emissions, 
space, or nuclear weapons. In part the shift is a result of the massive influence that fossil fuel interests 

have on the American policy making process, marginalizing experts and promoting the use of energy 
sources other countries are trying to eliminate.

This profound transformation of the American discourse on policy has made it more acceptable for India 

or South Korea to accept the loose guidelines of the Paris Agreement (2015) as more than sufficient, and 
in many cases to backtrack.
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Although there has been vocal opposition in Congress to the administration's lack of action on climate 
change, the alternatives offered up by the Democratic Party remain woefully inadequate to the task of 
rapidly ending our addiction to fossil fuels.

Rather, the fight for meaningful climate change policy has moved away from congressional 
subcommittees to school strikes and protests in the streets. A serious debate on the impact of climate 
change has all but vanished from think tanks and political debates on the TV news.

The international ramifications of this domestic paralysis are catastrophic. The United States has no 
policy proposal concerning climate change, the greatest emerging threat today, and a threat that will be 
a part of every discussion on the economy, security and society in our age.

The United States is currently the only country in the world that has withdrawn from the Paris 

Agreement.

Even North Korea signed the Paris Climate Agreement. This point is critical when we consider what the 

role of the United States on the Korean Peninsula will be. We have lost the moral high ground. 
Moreover, North Korea's per-person emissions are near the bottom in the world—whereas the United 
States is one of the worst emitters.

U.S. and China Battle for Leadership

The failure of American leadership on the Korean Peninsula is not taking place in a vacuum. Washington 
faces competition for influence in South Korea and, in part because of the sanctions regime in place, in 

North Korea as well. Whether science and technology, education, trade or diplomacy, investment and 
markets, or culture and philosophy, China has reached a new level of sophistication and offers palatable 
alternatives to the United States.

The primary field of play for leadership is not weapons systems or missile defense. It is rather moral 
leadership. Leadership on the global response to climate change is shaping up to be the front line.

The administration in Washington, D.C. has taken climate change off the table in its discussions about 
economics and security with South Korea. Climate change as a threat to North Korea does not even 
come up in the writings of progressive American analysts.

By contrast, China has dramatically increased the production of electric vehicles, solar and wind farms, 
over the last decade, making it the world leader. At the same time, China declared that "ecological 
civilization" is national policy. The fact that China has fallen far short of the goals it espouses, funding 
the construction of coal-fired power plants in third countries and failing to reduce the use of coal and 

petroleum for most of the country, does not detract from its new leadership role in the development of 
renewable energy and its domination of the core technologies that will be demanded by a renewable 
economy. Moreover, the Chinese government is capable of making, and implementing, 30-year, or 50- 
year plans.

The contrast with the United States in climate change policy is increasingly stark.

But the United States has not lost the battle yet.

How the U.S. can Take the Initiative Again
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It is possible for the United States to show true leadership in Northeast Asia by making climate change 
the primary security concern and therefore to compete with China, not in the negative sense of an arms 
race, but in the positive sense of a race to go green, to restructure their massive economies to respond 
to this existential threat.

What better place for the United States and China to compete in this positive sense than on the Korean 
Peninsula, in the process of ending the dangerous isolation of the North Korean regime?

The United States must propose a vision for the Korean Peninsula that makes climate change the central 
concern, and thereby restore American legitimacy, and upgrade the alliance, in that process.

At present, United States is focused on the nuclear threat from North Korea, employing sanctions as the 

primary means of compelling North Korea to denuclearize and to rejoin the international community. In 
the current discourse on diplomacy and security within the U.S. State Department there is no space for a 
discussion of climate change with regards to United States policy in Northeast Asia, and certainly not 
policy towards North Korea.

Perhaps many assume that a discussion of climate change would distract from efforts to turn North 
Korea around because it would introduce yet another variable.

However, making climate change the core security concern for the United States in Northeast Asia could 
be transformational. If we shift the core security issue of the United States in Northeast Asia from North 
Korean denuclearization (which is impossible without a regional disarmament regime) to mitigation of, 
and adaptation to, climate change (which is convincing to citizens and can be implemented immediately) 

we will open up a new horizon for American engagement in the region.

Needless to say, the systematic response to climate change is not anywhere on the agenda for U.S. talks 

with North Korea.

But it could be. In light of the growing awareness about the climate catastrophe among U.S. security 
experts, such a fundamental shift can take place now, regardless of the late-night tweets of President 

Trump.

Once we have established such a shift in thinking, we can push forward with a vision for a peace regime 
in Northeast Asia wherein the United States continues to play a vital role, but one that encourages 

global cooperation in the development of, and implementation of, renewable energy programs.

If this goal is set forward as the priority in future National Security Strategy reports, the door will be 
open to cooperation with China, and eventually cooperation with North Korea in a field that is of critical 

importance in security for all of us.

Climate Change and North Korea

North Korea offers an unprecedented opportunity to establish a 100 percent renewable economy of a 
completeness such as does not yet exist in the world elsewhere. Whereas most policy voices discuss the 
inexpensive skilled labor, and the mineral resources, in North Korea as its attractive points, this 
perspective has been absent in all discussions.

If the United States can take the initiative in pushing for such policies, starting with important public 
intellectuals at first, we can play a critical role in the debate on policy.
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To start with, North Koreans begin with an extremely small per-capita carbon footprint; they live modest 
lives, do not drive automobiles or use large amounts of energy and there are large parts of the 
countryside that remain in an undeveloped state. No industrialized country is better positioned to 
become 100 percent renewable in a short period of time.

Equally important, North Korea will need entirely new infrastructure in the coming years. That situation 
offers us the chance to make the systemic shifts in city planning and energy that cannot be easily 
undertaken in nations that have a well-established infrastructure. It is possible, for example to plan for, 

and implement, a plan for North Korea wherein it does not employ automobiles for transportation, or a 
power system the employs entirely solar, wind and hydro power.

North Korea would be a perfect place to develop organic farming that does not require petroleum- 

powered mechanized farming equipment and to require that all products be 100 percent recyclable or 
100 percent degradable.

If the United States can promote such a developmental model for North Korea, it will do much to 

reverse the diplomatic damage we have suffered after we became the only nation in the world to leave 
the Paris Climate Agreement.

The United States could even push forward a more complete green economy on the Korean Peninsula 

than China is pushing and thereby set in motion a positive competition between the two countries to 
see who can make Korea green faster.

The fact that the current administration has been heading in the opposite direction is no reason to 

dismiss the possibility for a dramatic shift. America has made such dramatic shifts before and this 
moment, as we are losing our edge in science and our share in the market for renewable technologies, 
could be a perfect "Sputnik moment."

If the United States can go forward with a zero carbon model for the development of North Korea that 
makes that country a leader in the world, we may be able to win over the leadership in Pyongyang and 
regain a moral and intellectual leadership in Asia and the world. The resulting positive competition 

between the United States and China to see who can create a more sustainable Asia will be a great 
positive and the efforts of scientists can be drawn away from the planning for a catastrophic war and 
focused on what humanity needs right here and now.

Emanuel Pastreich is the President of The Asia Institute and a Non-Resident Fellow at the Korea 
Economic Institute. The views expressed here are his own.
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The Report on the 5 th Plenary Meeting of the 

7th Central Committee Part 1: The Belated 

Christmas Gift
Posted on 06 January 2020. Tags: diplomacy military affairs nuclear weapons sanctions security
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By Stephan Haggard

In lieu of a New Year's speech, Kim Jong -un convened an unusual plenum of the Central Committee in 
December, issuing a widely-distributed Report on the meeting in its stead. What was said—and what it 

augurs for 2020—are considered in two parts: the bargaining with the United States, which has gotten 
most attention, and the economic messages—taken up tomorrow-which are equally if not more 

important.

The Plenums of the last two years—which appear to be augmented with personnel well beyond the 
Central Committee narrowly conceived-have been consequential. The April 2018 party plenary came at 
the beginning of the summit era, and carried a message—however equivocal—of a willingness to talk. 
The April 2019 plenum, by contrast, followed on the failure in Hanoi and was decidedly darker in tone. It 

set in train the sustained limbo—broken briefly by the handshake at the border and the Stockholm 
meetings-that characterized U.S.-DPRK relations for most of 2019.

Plenums are designed to outline broad policy lines that pertain to both external and internal affairs. 

There can be little doubt, however—given the year-end deadline given by Kim Jong-un for progress on 
negotiations with the U.S.—that this one was sending a foreign policy message. See it as the "Christmas 
gift" that Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs Ri Tae Song promised in early December.

Coming early in the work report is a long passage on the technological advances made in the country's 
weapons programs, an admission—were one needed—that the regime has not been standing still. In 
addition to the 19 short-range missile tests, tests the Trump administration has largely shrugged off, 
other development activities have clearly not abated. The core message: time is not in fact on the side 

of the United States.

What capabilities, exactly? Two are of most central strategic significance. The first is reflected in the 

highly public engine test at the Sohae Satellite Launching Ground, a facility that Trump personally 
claimed Kim Jong-un had promised to destroy. The test is a reminder that the regime has multiple 
programs aimed at a credible inter-continental capability, and these have continued despite the self- 
declared moratorium on long-range missile tests.

The second message is that the regime remains set on securing a second-strike capability, and thus a 
more assured deterrent against any possible U.S. military action (however low a probability it may seem 
to us). The report makes mention of the fact that the U.S. maintains a preventive option, claiming 

disingenuously that the U.S. sees North Korea as a "target of its preemptive nuclear strike." This 
capability has been signaled through tests showing more competence with solid fuel rocketry, a long
standing objective. Solid-fuel shortens launch times, and thus increases mobility. A submarine-launched 
capability serves the same purpose; tests related to such a capability were undertaken just in advance of 

Stockholm. Even if it would seem that an SLBM capability was pretty far off, we have made that 
miscalculation about North Korean engineering capabilities before.

The report's analysis of the current state of diplomatic play is virtually a mirror image of the analysis of 

North Korean behavior in the U.S.: that North Korean dickering is simply a pretext for developing 
capabilities that will get harder and harder to shut down. The North Korean interpretation, by contrast, 
is that the U.S. is playing the same game, "wasting time away under the signboard of dialogue and 
negotiations," while at the same time keeping the sanctions regime in place.
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The United States has downsized, downplayed and even canceled exercises. This has not been enough 
for Pyongyang, which continues to treat any drills and the shipment of "ultra-modern warfare 
equipment" as signs of bad faith. Yet it is also noteworthy that the report makes particular mention of 
the "more than ten independent sanctions measures" the U.S. has undertaken outside of the UNSC 

framework, a reference to secondary sanctions Treasury has imposed to reduce leakage.

The report boasts that "the world will witness a new strategic weapon to be possessed by the DPRK in 
the near future"; I leave speculation on what that might be to others, but given the multiple missile 

programs the regime is juggling simultaneously, Pyongyang's options are surprisingly wide. The result is 
that bargaining is about to shift from the conference table (such as it was) to an end to the moratorium, 
a resumption of testing and whatever conciliatory or escalatory measures the Trump administration 

chooses to make.

Despite these threats, the report also leaves open a diplomatic crack. While the regime will "reliably put 
on constant alert the powerful nuclear deterrent capable of containing the nuclear threats from the 
U.S.," it also notes that "the scope and depth of bolstering our deterrent will be properly coordinated 

depending on the U.S. future attitude to the DPRK." Military threats are never distinct from diplomatic 
objectives; they are a complement to them. The objective: to force concessions from the United States 
as a precondition for a resumption of talks at any level.

To assess North Korea's bargaining position, however, we need to consider the economic landscape. 
That landscape necessarily takes us into where China stands on the current state-of-play; I address that 

issue tomorrow.

Stephan Haggard is the Lawrence and Sal lye Krause Professor of Korea-Pacific Studies, Director of the 
Korea-Pacific Program and distinguished professor of political science at the University of California - 
San Diego. The views expressed here are the author's alone.
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The Report on the 5 th Plenary Meeting of the 

7th Central Committee Part 2: The Economic 

Message
Posted on 07 January 2020. Tags: economics sanctions

By Stephan Haggard

I argued yesterday that the report of the party plenum was an attempted exercise in leverage; to hold 
out the threat of ongoing missile and nuclear developments—and as far as the eye can see—to extract 
concessions. But the report also suggests that the regime's frustration stems from the fact that 

sanctions are having material effect.

To be sure, the situation could be a lot worse. The leakiness of the sanctions regime has been a leitmotif 
of the best writing on the subject; particularly noteworthy are the UN's Panel of Experts reports and 

high-quality open-source work by organizations like C4ADS (for example, here on luxury Roods).
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Whether Chinese trade data can be fully trusted or not, it shows a pattern we would expect given the 
nature of the UNSC resolutions: that Chinese imports from North Korea have fallen a lot farther and 
faster than Chinese exports to North Korea. Even more than in the past, China constitutes a crucial 
lifeline.

But that does not mean that the sanctions are ineffectual. American analysts and news sources have 
been focused on the strategic elements of the plenum report rather than its long economic passages, 
but they are revealing. The "key tasks" it outlines are actually not on the military front. Rather, they lie 

in the turn toward "self-reliance" first signaled in the wake of the Hanoi breakdown at the April 2019 
plenum. In the language of the report, "the key front in the offensive for frontal breakthrough today is 
the economic front." The report openly acknowledges that whatever hopes the regime might have had 
for sanctions relief—contained in their bid at the Hanoi summit—it now believes sanctions are likely to 

persist for some time. If North Korea wants to show resolve, signaling a plan for dealing with the 
external constraints is an important place to start.

The report is replete with such messaging, even when it has the effect of underlining North Korean 

vulnerabilities. References to the Cabinet system have historically been tied to marginal shifts in the 
direction of reform. In this plenum report, the "reforms" are not liberalizing but focused on how to 
survive in a context of shortage. The report contains surprisingly self-critical passages with respect to 
economic management, noting for example "the evil practices and stagnation found in metal, chemical, 

power, coal, machine and building materials industrial fields, railway transport and light industrial field." 
If we exempt agriculture from this litany—and mention of agricultural output in the plenum report was 
wildly rosy-there isn't much of the state sector that is actually left.

Without the underlying sectoral reports, there was very little in the plenum report about what these evil 
practices are; rather we get the standard resort to exhortation and increasing effort. However, there are 
intriguing hints. When things appear to be going wrong economically, it could well be because market- 

oriented activity—while keeping the economy going-is also squeezing out state activity to the perceived 
detriment of the latter. Thus we see the announced need for "party-wide, nationwide and society-wide 
struggle against anti-socialist and non-socialist deeds and strengthening the work of the working 
people's organizations and tightening the moral discipline throughout society."

It will take some time for the intrepid group of personnel trackers to figure out the implications of the 
tail end of the report on "organizational matters." But as would be expected given the critique of 
economic management, the report makes mention not only of "election" and "appointments," but of 

"recalls" and "dismissals." Whether this rises to the status of a purge is yet to be seen, but it can't yet be 
ruled out.

If we take the report seriously, the regime is placing the bet it always does: external imperatives 

override domestic economic ones. The report in fact admits that "it is true that we urgently need 
external environment favorable for the economic construction." But it is also clear that it will sacrifice— 
or rather, extract sacrifice—on the home front rather than capitulate.

The unspoken issue is whether such capitulation will be necessary given Chinese and Russian impatience 
with the stalled state of diplomatic play. Surprisingly little attention has been given to the draft UNSC 
resolution introduced by China in mid-December and secured by CBS news. The ideas undergirding the 
resolution are not new; their origins can be traced back to the unusual joint statement made by the vice
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foreign ministers of Russia, China and North Korea in October 2018 arguing for an adjustment in 
sanctions. But the new resolution is one of the first times we have seen a full blow proposal on the table 
from China and Russia. In addition to proposing a return to the Six Party Talks, the resolution argues not 
only for sanctions relief, but a lot of sanctions relief. In effect, the resolution would fundamentally dilute 

a number of the measures to which Xi Jinping acquiesced over the course of 2016-17; a more detailed 
analysis will follow in a forthcoming post.

Of course, the U.S. holds a veto at the Security Council and the purpose of the resolution is not to 

directly sway the Trump administration, which quickly underlined that it remained committed to 
sanctions. But the message of the Chinese and Russian effort is not simply to get U.S. buy-in; it is to 
signal that patience with wide-ranging sanctions could erode even further than it already has if the 
current stand-off continues. After dutifully lining up behind the U.S. efforts for his entire presidency, 

perhaps the most interesting development over the course of December was the endorsement of these 

proposals by Moon Jae-in.

In sum, the report on the 5th Plenary Meeting of the 7th Central Committee is the belated Christmas gift. 

It promises open confrontation on the nuclear and missile front, backed by a commitment to tough out 
whatever additional sanctions the U.S. tries to impose. But as critics have long argued, sanctions regimes 
are hard to sustain. The U.S. could end up going into this fight with fewer instruments at its disposal 
than it thinks, unless the administration wants to ratchet up pressure on China over the issue. Given 

looming risks in the Middle East, not to mention continued uncertainty on the trade front with Beijing, 
the option of staying the course and hoping something will break does not look promising.

Stephan Haggard is the Lawrence and Sal lye Krause Professor of Korea-Pacific Studies, Director of the 

Korea-Pacific Program and distinguished professor of political science at the University of California - 
San Diego. The views expressed here are the author's alone.

Photo from Clay-Gilliland's photostream onflickr Creative Commons.

Lessons Learned: Kim Jong-un and the U.S.- 

Iran Confrontation
Posted on 15 January 2020. Tags: Middle East military affairs security

By Robert R. King

In the last few days the United States and Iran faced off in their most recent and one of their most 
dangerous confrontations. North Korea's leader Kim Jong-un was no doubt watching more intently and 

more anxiously than most other world leaders. It is hard to believe that Chairman Kim has not been 
thinking in very personal terms about the situation involving Iranian General Qasem Soleimani and Iran's 
Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei.

A clear indication of Pyongyang's intense interest in the U.S.-Iran confrontation is the fact that North 
Korea's tightly-controlled news media has been unusually quiet on the topic. The media avoided 
comment or even Riving coverage to the actions taking place between Washington and Tehran. North 
Korean media cited the public Chinese and Russian criticism of the U.S. drone strike in Baghdad, and
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reported that Soleimani had been killed. The North Korean story did not mention Soleimani's high 
position in the Iranian military hierarchy nor give an indication of his importance in Iran. Kim Jong-un's 
visit to a fertilizer factory at the time of these events was given considerably more media coverage in 

Pyongyang.

North Korea, Iran and the “Axis of Evil"

North Korea has been consistently placed in the same category as Iran by U.S. presidents over the last 

two decades. Additions and deletions have been made to U.S. listing of rogue regimes, but the only two 
countries consistently on the list are Iran and North Korea. Nearly 20 years ago shortly after the 9/11 
destruction of the World Trade Center in New York City, President George W. Bush linked North Korea 
and Iran when he included both countries plus Iraq, which was invaded shortly afterward, in the 

memorable phrase "Axis of Evil." During the Bush Administration, John Bolton added Cuba, Venezuela, 
and Libya to the Axis of Evil. The revolutionary overthrow and execution of Muammar Qadaffi a few 
years later resulted in the removal of Libya from the list.

In his first State of the Union Address in January 2018, Donald Trump singled out four "communist and 
socialist dictatorships" for his own list of rogue regimes threatening world peace. Trump's list was Iran, 
North Korea, Cuba and Venezuela. The fact that Iran and North Korea are consistently on the naughty 
list must make Kim Jong-un very attentive to how the U.S. president is dealing with Iran.

On January 8, just a few days after the death of Iranian General Soleimani in the U.S. drone strike in 
Baghdad and the day after Iranian missiles were fired in retaliation against U.S. military bases in Iraq, 
President Trump delivered a closely watched White House speech on Iran. Officials in Pyongyang were 

probably paying very careful attention to Trump's speech.

Pyongyang is also very likely watching closely the popular upheaval and protests in Iran that followed 

just a few days later when the Iranian government belatedly admitted that one of its missiles had 
mistakenly shot down a Ukrainian commercial aircraft killing 176 mostly ethnic Iranian passengers. In 
light of North Korean and Iranian cooperation on nuclear and missile issues, as well as both countries' 
hostility to the United States, Pyongyang is probably paying very close attention to what has transpired 

between Tehran and Washington.

North Korea's Ties with Iran on Nuclear and Missile Development

The two countries have cooperated in the development of missile delivery systems. North Korea 
provided scud missiles to Iran in the 1990s and probably earlier during the Iran-lraq war, but Iran has 
continued to develop its own missile capabilities. Iranian missiles appear to have more accurate 
targeting capability than we have seen thus far from North Korean launches in the last few months.

Public information about nuclear cooperation between Tehran and Pyongyang is limited, but in the past 
North Korea shared nuclear technology with countries hostile to the United States in the Middle East. A 
North Korean-built nuclear reactor in Syria was destroyed by the Israeli military before it was 

completed. The International Atomic Energy Agency confirmed that the destroyed facility had the 
capability to produce nuclear weapons-grade materials. No similar nuclear smoking gun has been 
identified in the case of Iran, but there are convincing indications that North Korea and Iran have aided 
each other in their missile and nuclear quest.
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President Trump's efforts to work with Kim Jong-un to reduce tensions on the Korean peninsula 
have largely foundered over North Korea's nuclear aspirations. A path forward on the nuclear issue was 
not identified in working-level discussions prior to the Hanoi Summit between President Trump and Kim 
Jong-un, and that was the reason the summit failed. The first sentence in President Trump's January 8 

speech on the current crisis with Iran—even before the President said "Good morning" to the assembled 
journalists and dignitaries—was this statement: "As long as I'm president of the United States, Iran will 
never be allowed to have a nuclear weapon." That first statement was only then followed by a "Good 
morning" and the information that no Americans were harmed in the Iranian missile strikes on U.S. 

bases in Iraq just a few hours earlier.

The unequivocal reaffirmation of opposition to nuclear weapons for Iran was likely interpreted in 
Pyongyang by Kim Jong-un as a very negative signal with regard to the possibility of some 

accommodation with the United States. Kim has been adamant in insisting that he intends to maintain 
and enhance North Korea's nuclear and missile capability.

Trump's Whims, Not National Consensus is the Basis of U.S. Policy

A red flag warning to Kim Jong-un from President Trump's action against Iran is that U.S. policy is not 
based on a broad national consensus. Policy changes take place at the whim of the person who happens 
to be in the White House. Trump made that point clear in his January 8th White House speech on the 

Iranian missile attacks on U.S. military facilities in Iraq. He harshly criticized by name his predecessor, 
former President Barack Obama.

Trump also blamed the multinational agreement to limit Iran's ability to develop nuclear weapons, 

known as the JPCOA (Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action). This agreement was negotiated with the 
participation and support not only of the United Sates but also the other members of the UN Security 
Council (China, France, Russia and the United Kingdom) as well as Germany and the European 

Union. The bottom line message from the President's speech and U.S. military actions is that policy 
changes with a change in leadership. Policy changes at the whim of the person who happens to be in 
the Oval Office at the time.

In light of U.S. actions involving Iran over the last few weeks, the aggressive U.S. action against one of 
North Korea's few friends, as well as the idiosyncratic personal role played by President Trump are likely 
to make the North even more cautious about making any serious long-term changes in its relationship 
with the United States. Suspicion and caution about United States intentions raised by the Iranian 

actions will likely make further progress on U.S.-North Korean relations even more difficult and unlikely.

Robert R. King is a Non-Resident Fellow at the Korea Economic Institute of America. Fie is former U.S. 
Special Envoy for North Korea Fluman Rights. The views expressed here are his own.

Photo from Peyman Abkhezr's photostream onflickr Creative Commons.

Ardor Fades between Trump and Kim, but 

U.S. President Continues the Courtship
Posted on 20 January 2020. Tags: diplomacy Kim Jong-un
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By Robert R. King

The relationship between North Korean leader Kim Jong-un and U.S. President Donald Trump has been 
surprisingly cordial and positive since March 2018, when Trump impulsively agreed to a summit with 

Kim. Since that time, however, the political results of their initial cordial relationship have been very 
limited. Little progress has been made on improving ties between the two countries, and there is no 
success on denuclearization or on lifting United Nations sanctions against North Korea.

President Trump has met with Kim Jong-un in two full-scale summits (Singapore in June 2018 and Hanoi 
in February 2019) and one friendly hand-holding stroll across the DMZ in June 2019, which gave the U.S. 
President the right to he is the first sitting U.S. president to set foot in North Korea. (Former President 
Bill Clinton was in Pyongyang in August 2009, and former President Jimmy Carter was there in June 

1994, August 2010 and April 2011.) Periodically since the first Trump-Kim summit in June 2018, 
President Trump has verbally reaffirmed his "very, very good relationship" with Kim, and Trump 
famously said, Kim "wrote me beautiful letters, and they're great letters... .We fell in love."

But lovers can also fall out of love. A policy that is dependent on the personal relationship between the 
U.S. President and the North Korean leader could be upended quickly. Just as Trump has shown delight 
in singlehandedly reversing policies of his predecessor, his successor could just as quickly reverse the 
American president's cordial relationship with the North Korean leader if it is based only on the personal 

relationship.

Furthermore, a change in policy does not even require a change in leadership as President Trump has 
shown with his erratic policy flip flops. Kim Jong-un certainly remembers the abrupt about-face from 

Trump's UN General Assembly speech in September 2017 taunting Kim as "little rocket man" and 
threatening "fire and fury" against the North. A few months later Trump agreed to the summit in 
Singapore where the President "gushed with praise for North Korea's dictator, even as he ignored the 

country's human-rights abuses and scolded democratically elected allies."

Trump is Trying Harder to Maintain the Relationship with Kim

Since the very public failure of the Hanoi Summit last February, the two leaders have not moved forward 
on their relationship or on the significant policy issues which divide them. Trump, however, has made a 
much more concerted effort for better ties than has his North Korean counterpart.

This is completely out of character for Trump. When personal relationships deteriorate, Trump usually 
is quick to denounce and defame former friends and allies. Think of his former attorney Michael Cohen, 
former chief political strategist Steve Bannon, and former Attorney General and first major campaign 
endorser Senator Jeff Sessions. Even friendships with important foreign leaders have deteriorated when 

minor differences irritate the U.S. President, such as the souring of his once flourishing friendship 
with French President Emmanuel Macron.

It is surprising in light of the lack of success in the effort to make progress on improving relations 

between the United States and North Korea that President Trump has been slow to criticize Kim. The 
U.S. President continues to make positive affirmations about the less-than-cooperative North Korean 
leader.
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In June the two met briefly at Panmunjom on the North-South Korean border with South Korean 
President Moon Jae-in. This was during an official visit by President Trump to South Korea. The meeting 
was a photo-op, although the two leaders did agree in Panmunjom to resume negotiations. That 
agreement has failed.

A working-level meeting between U.S. and North Korean diplomats in Stockholm four months later in 
October was the first follow-up effort to revive negotiations and prepare for senior level meetings. The 
Stockholm talks failed. The U.S. delegation, headed by Senior Representative for North Korea Policy 

Steve Biegun, was prepared for substantive discussions. The senior North Korean diplomat, however, 
clearly was not authorized to negotiate. At the end of the discussions, the North Korean official called 
the talks "very bad and sickening" and said that the U.S. was unprepared to negotiate seriously.

President Trump periodically continues to emphasize his "great" personal relationship with Kim Jong-un, 
but he has personally done little more since devoting an hour or two to the brief photo-op with Kim at 
the DMZ in June. Since then, Chairman Kim has taken a hostile stance toward the United States. Most 
recently, in his seven-hour speech at the North Korean party's Central Committee plenary meeting on 

December 31, Kim said North Korea would resume long-range missile tests and would unveil a new 
strategic weapon "in the near future." Kim also said the North is no longer bound by the moratorium on 
missile testing. Although he did not announce the timing of new testing, he certainly opened that 
door. Kim also denounced U.S.-South Korean military cooperation, even though joint military training 

has been scaled back by Trump.

After the failure of the Hanoi Summit, Trump publicly down-played Kim Jong-un's threatening 
behavior. On a state visit to Japan in May, he denied that North Korea had tested "ballistic" missiles or 

violated UN Security Council sanctions resolutions. This was totally opposite of the views of his own 
national security advisor, then John Bolton, and of Prime Minister Shinzo Abe of Japan.

In December, a few weeks before delivering his marathon speech on December 31, Kim Jong-un 
threatened that he would send the United States a "Christmas present." The North frequently takes 
provocative anti-American actions by conducting nuclear or missile tests on U.S. holidays. Just a week 
or so earlier, the North conducted a series of missile tests on the U.S. Thanksgiving holiday. President 

Trump did not respond with bluster or even a warning about the "Christmas present" threat. He tepidly 
expressed the hope that Kim would send a "beautiful vase" rather than a military provocation for 
Christmas.

Washington Urges Resumption of Talks, but North Says "No"

Even after Kim Jong-un's threats in his December 31 speech, Trump made a point of sending friendly 
birthday greetings to the North Korean leader, whose birthday is January 8. South Korean National 

Security Advisor Chung Eui-yong met with Trump in early January, and the President asked Chung to 
convey his birthday message to the North Korean leader. The message was also sent through regular 
Washington-Pyongyang communication channels.

Reflecting the current surly mood in Pyongyang, Kim Kye-gwan—former Deputy Foreign Minister, 
currently senior advisor to the North Korean Foreign Ministry, and a leading voice in U.S. relations for 
the last quarter century—brusquely noted that North Korea communicates directly with the United 
States, and does not need South Korea to deliver its mail.
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Just a few days ago President Trump's National Security Advisor, Robert O'Brien, said that Washington 
has reached out to Pyongyang indicating that it was prepared to resume discussions with the North. He 
noted that Christmas has come and gone without a hostile North Korean "Christmas present," and he 
suggested that was a positive indication that the time was appropriate to resume talks. The North 

Korean response came quickly and publicly from Kim Kye-gwan: a birthday greeting is not a basis to 
resume discussions.

The former Deputy Foreign Minister went even further, stating that Kim Jong-un separates his 

"personal" friendly relationship with Trump from North Korean policy toward the United 
States. Regarding the North Korean leader's personal relationship, Kim Kye-gwan said: "Although 
Chairman Kim Jong Un has good personal feelings about President Trump, they are, in the true sense of 
the word, 'personal.' We have been deceived by the United States, being caught in the dialogue with it 

for over one year and a half, and that was lost time for us."

Impeachment and the Upcoming U.S. Election

Current events may be an important element causing the North to be more cautious about seeking to 
make progress with the United States at this time. The impeachment of the President and the upcoming 
U.S. Senate vote about whether to remove the President from office is a cause for uncertainty, even 
though removal of the President from office does not appear likely at this point. But more importantly, 

in less than ten months, the United States will hold its next presidential election. The outcome of that 
contest up in the air at this point.

North Koreans pride themselves on their awareness of U.S. politics and its implications for how the U.S. 

deals with North Korea. Pyongyang is wary of changes of leadership in the United States. The Clinton 
Administration made a last minute effort in 2000 effort to make progress with North Korea by sending 
then Secretary of State Madeleine Albright to Pyongyang for a much publicized visit. No final agreement 

was reached, and the George W. Bush Administration was initially much more hostile to cooperation 
with the North.

At the end of the George W. Bush Administration a similar last minute effort involved U.S. agreement to 

provide food aid to the North, but when the Obama Administration assumed office, the North cancelled 
the agreements made with the previous administration. Near the end of a U.S. president's term, 
Pyongyang tends to be very cautious about reaching significant new agreements with Washington.

These internal events in the United States have raised uncertainties for the North Korean 
leader. America watchers in North Korea are unlikely to fully grasp the nuances of the upcoming 
election or the potential for changes in policy toward North Korea. The result is that Kim Jong-un is 
likely to continue being very cautious about serious negotiations with Donald Trump. In light of the 

uncertain future, suspicion and caution about U.S. intentions will likely continue.

Robert R. King is a Non-Resident Fellow at the Korea Economic Institute of America. Fie is former U.S. 
Special Envoy for North Korea Fluman Rights. The views expressed here are his own.
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America’s Adversaries and Sanctions Dead

ends
Posted on 22 January 2020. Tags: diplomacy iran Middle East military affairs sanctions

By Andray Abrahamian

Earlier this month, President Donald Trump warned Iraq's government against expelling U.S. forces from 
the country. "If they do ask us to leave," he said, "if we don't do it in a very friendly basis, we will charge 
them sanctions like they've never seen before ever. It'll make Iranian sanctions look somewhat tame." 
While this was an idiosyncratic statement to say the least, it does highlight the United States' over

reliance on sanctions as a foreign policy tool. When we don't know what to do: sanctions.

With Iraq, this threat might have an impact: the Iraqi political-economy is enmeshed with the United 
States. Mr. Trump seeks to alter the calculation of a single debated policy issue in Baghdad, albeit a 

significant one. The goal is discreet, which is when sanctions have the best chance of success.

When it comes to adversaries who tend to view relations with the United States as a zero-sum conflict, it 
becomes trickier, especially when the United States is asking for a fundamental change in national 

defense and foreign policy. This brings us to both North Korea and Iran. These two countries were 
adversaries of the United States long before Mr. Trump was a reality TV star, much less the U.S. 
President. He inherited and inflamed both relationships, before creating divergent paths: dialogue (with 
North Korea) and pressure (with Iran). Sadly, both approaches seem to leading to dead ends. Yet 

sanctions targeting both Iran and the DPRK will remain.

The dead end is this: when targeted states believe that they must not - nay, cannot - yield to their more 

powerful enemy, even under damaging sanctions, they find coping mechanisms. North Korea and Iran 
both have become adept at smuggling their main exports. U.S. unilateral sanctions ban the sale of 
Iranian oil and threaten importers elsewhere with penalties if they don't comply. UN sanctions on North 
Korea block the exportation of coal, seafood and other goods. Both states therefore hide their 

shipments, reflagging and changing the identification codes of their ships and turning off the 
transponders that all merchant vessels are supposed to use to allow tracking. Both countries have 
learned to conduct ship-to-ship transfers at sea to move products onto non-sanctioned vessels.

Iran and North Korea are both forbidden by the UN from exporting weaponry, but continue to do so. It 
turns out the global arms trade is a shadowy world, full of brokers willing to bend and break the rules. 
Both states have come to rely on a network of individual actors abroad, motivated by high profit 
margins for high risks, and countries whose interests are not aligned with the United States, to survive.

It's not that sanctions don't have costs. Smuggling is no substitution for normal exports and state coffers 
in both Tehran and Pyongyang are emptier than they would be without sanctions. But as resources 
dwindle, the core institutions of the state tend to get a bigger share of a shrinking pie as their 

governments double down on hardline positions. In both countries this means the military and security 
services. The further away you are from the heart of the system, the less there is for you.
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In both Iran and North Korea, there is anecdotal evidence of medical supplies being limited and NGO 
relief work being hampered by sanctions. In Iran, food prices have soared under sanctions, causing 
hardship. In North Korea, which is a far more opaque country, it is less clear how nutrition is being 
impacted, but it seems likely that the most vulnerable are being harmed.

Ordinary citizens also find coping mechanisms through smuggling and informal money transfers. Money 
transfers in Iran, using what is called a hawala system, work like this: let's say you wanted to buy a 
$5,000 Persian carpet. You'd wire the money to an "exchanger" - a hawaladar - in, say, Dubai. He'd call 

his counterpart in Tehran and say, "I've got the dollars here. You can put the equivalent into the rug 
merchant's local account and tell him to send the rug." So trade with Iran isn't completely stopped, but 
ordinary businesses pay a premium: the carpet merchant has to pay for the exchanger's services, often 3 
to 5 percent in the case of Dubai. The carpet may also be sent to a third country to hide its origin.

The commissions taken by Chinese financiers for facilitating North Korea's transactions are higher. 
Estimates range from 5 to 20 percent, but can increase depending on risk perception. This is, of course, 
for customers who show up at all, given the hassle and possibility of risking the ire of the United States. 

Certainly, major companies will steer clear.

What is most likely with both Iran and North Korea in 2020 is period of increased tensions and 
provocations. This will lead to additional sanctions by Washington, but with no clear solutions for 

resolving its tensions with either Iran or North Korea. Neither regime will disappear, nor relax its control 
over its citizens. Great Powers whose interests are not aligned with the United States will throw lifelines 
to these beleaguered economies and ordinary citizens will find ways to suffer through reduced 
economic opportunities. Continued economic pressure will further marginalize whatever voices for 

compromise and dialogue exist in both Tehran and Pyongyang as policymakers fall in line with hardline 
approaches to the United States. The leadership in Tehran will increase support for proxy forces around 
the Middle East and gain influence in Iraq while leaders in Pyongyang will continue to place their limited 

resources into furthering their nuclear and missile programs.

In this context, continuing to "charge them sanctions" unless the target states offer concessions beyond 
what they can tolerate harms American interests. And of course it harms ordinary citizens whose only 

crime is being born in either the Islamic Republic of Iran or the Democratic People's Republic of North 

Korea.

Andray Abrahamian is a Non-Resident Fellow at the Korea Economic Institute and Visiting Scholar at 

George Mason University Korea and Senior Adjunct Fellow at Pacific Forum. The views expressed here 
are the author's alone.
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The China-Russia Security Council 

Resolution Part 1: Sanctions Relief
Posted on 28 January 2020. Tags: diplomacy sanctions Six Party Talks

By Stephan Haggard and Liuya Zhang
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As 2020 gets underway, it is hard to avoid the obvious: diplomacy surrounding the Korean peninsula is 
stuck. The core question that divides the parties is—as it has long been—a tactical one. Are North Korea 
and the United States willing to trade incremental moves on the nuclear issue for partial sanctions 
relief?

The answer to this question rests largely on choices in Pyongyang and Washington. But for the first time 
since the collapse of the Six Party Talks, we have a document that outlines the Chinese and Russian 
positions in fairly granular detail: the draft UN Security Council resolution from the two countries that 

was leaked to CBS News in mid-December. It is worth a closer look not because it will go anywhere; the 
U.S. quickly shot it down. But it suggests limits to Beijing's tolerance for the maximum pressure 
campaign and offers up an alternative, or at least complementary, diplomatic approach. A key element 
of that approach: it would give the Moon administration more leeway; indeed, President Moon signaled 

early that he supported the initiative and even dispatched a high-ranking aid to make the case to 

Security Council members.

We analyze the draft resolution in two steps, first looking at its economic provisions and then more 

closely at possible Chinese motives.

The preamble puts an overly-rosy light on a bad situation by welcoming the U.S. willingness to talk,
North Korean restraint with respect to nuclear and missile testing and American restraint with respect to 

exercises. But buried in the preamble is also the strange claim—periodically revisited by Beijing-that UN 
Security Council resolutions were not intended to have "adverse humanitarian consequences for the 
civilian population." A concern with adverse humanitarian effects is warranted; the National Committee 
on North Korea has long monitored potential adverse effects of sanctions on humanitarian operations in 

the country. But given that targeting sanctions solely on the leadership is effectively impossible, it is not 
clear how sanctions would work were the Chinese injunction given a broad interpretation.

Nonetheless, this claim sets the stage for the substantive proposal that UNSC sanctions be partially 
rolled back. The operational component of the resolution is dedicated to a series of measures that could 
be undertaken "in light of the DPRK's compliance with relevant UN Security Council resolutions." The 
menu includes:

• Granting the Moon Jae-in administration more leeway with respect to the inter-Korean rail and 
road projects, presumably by allowing South Korea to conduct a more extensive survey than the 
one conducted in late-2018 (our colleagues at Beyond Parallel have the best review of the 

technical issues): •

• Outlining in detail—at the four-digit HS code level—a series of industrial goods that should be 
granted exemptions from export controls, ranging from nails and needles, to appliances, to 

wider categories such as agricultural machinery and "automatic data processing machines and 
units thereof, such as panel computers and micro computers" (HS 8471).

• Increasing humanitarian assistance to the DPRK and making it easier to secure humanitarian 

exemptions.

• And finally, tucked away in operative paragraph 8, reference to particular provisions of four 
prior Security Council resolutions in which China finally agreed to the sanctioning of North 

Korea's commercial exports. Interestingly, the products in question are not mentioned directly,
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but by reference to the relevant resolutions and their operative paragraphs. But the measures 
include lifting sanctions against statues (UNSC 2321 para. 29); seafood (2371, para. 9); textiles 
(2375, para. 16) and labor exports (2375 para. 17 and 2397 para. 8).

It was this last set of proposals that caught our attention, as sanctions against marine products, textiles 
and apparel constituted important hits to the ability of DPRK to earn foreign exchange. How much, 
exactly? The two figures below suggest the magnitude of the Chinese proposal. The first figure shows 
textile and seafood exports in dollar terms against total exports from 2012 through 2019; the second 

shows the share of those products in total exports for the same period. As can be seen, measures 
against these sectors—in conjunction with those against mineral exports—led to a virtual shutdown in 
North Korean exports to China in early 2018 (if the data are to be believed; we return to that issue 
below).

North Korea's Textile and Seafood to China (2012-2019)
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But what is interesting is the nature of the trade in these goods prior to that point. As can be seen, these 
two main product categories are trending up toward about 50% of total exports at the time they were 

shut down.

In the next post, we look at other economic measures that are afoot to support North Korea and 
possible Chinese motives for the initiative.

Stephan Haggard is a Non-Resident Fellow at the Korea Economic Institute and the Lawrence and Sallye 
Krause Professor of Korea-Pacific Studies, Director of the Korea-Pacific Program and distinguished 

professor of political science at the School of Global Policy and Strategy University of California San 
Diego. Liuya Zhang is a master student at the School of Global Policy and Strategy, University of 
California, San Diego. She received her Bachelor Degree of Arts from Fudan University and Master's 
degree of International Studies from Seoul National University. The views expressed here are the 

authors' alone.
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The China-Russia Security Council 

Resolution Part 2: Chinese Motives
Posted on 29 January 2020. Tags: china diplomacy Six Party Talks

By Stephan Haggard and Liuya Zhang

In the last post on the proposed China-Russia Security Council resolution, we showed that exempting 
just two product categories—seafood and textiles—would restore as much as 50% of North Korea's 
exports. But that does not capture the full extent of China's ability to keep the regime afloat, even if we
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set aside the inevitable leakage in the sanctions regime (on that issue, see the August 2019 
interim Panel of Experts report).

Harder to estimate is the relief that would come from lifting the ban on labor exports and the 

repatriation of North Korean workers that was supposed to happen at the end of 2019 (but didn't; 
see here and here). U.S. estimates—and they do not strike us as hyperbolic—are that the total foreign 
exchange earnings from 100,000 workers abroad could total as much as $500,000,000 a year. These, 

and other, invisible receipts are much harder to track than trade in goods.

In addition, we have the particular interest that China—and South Korea—have in boosting tourism to 
the country. Since Xi Jinping's visit to Pyongyang in June 2019, Chinese tourism to North Korea has 
increased exponentially. It is hard to think that the uptick is coincidental. Global Times reported that in 

the wake of Xi's visit, trains and airlines heading toward Pyongyang were crowded with Chinese tourists 
and that the large surge of Chinese tourists has even strained capacity at the country's hotels and 
resorts; as is well-known, tourism is a pet project of Kim Jong-un's. The South China Morning Post has 
estimated that total Chinese tourists were expected to increase from 200,000 to 350,000 in 2019 and 
would contribute $175 million to the regime's coffers this year. South Korea has also seen tourism as a 

potential icebreaker. In his New Year's conference press, President Moon signaled that South Korea is 
seeking to allow individual tours to North Korea and believes that they can be structured in a way which 
does not violate sanctions.

The resolution offers little insight into the crucial question of what China would like to see in terms of 
material steps by North Korea on the nuclear front. It does, however, contain a surprising procedural 
proposal: almost in passing, it mentions that the Six Party Talks or some similar multilateral process be 

revived. Yet if we treat the proposal as a menu—with rolling back of seafood, textile and labor exports 
as an opening bid—it offers a measurable metric of what China would be willing to concede to make 

progress.

Given that the proposal is largely moot given U.S. opposition, what might we glean about Chinese 
motives? A close read of some of the Chinese press coverage offers some clues. The first is simply an 
effort to reduce risks of North Korean going rogue. As Kim Jong-un's self-imposed year-end deadline for 

the resumption of talks approached, Beijing no doubt had concerns about a resumption of 
provocations. Press accounts suggest that China has a long list of things to worry about: Kim Jong-un's 
visit to Mount Paektu; ongoing short-range missile tests; the convening of the 5th Plenum; North Korea's 

UN representative Kim Sung's remarks on "denuclearization is no longer on the table"; and the widely- 

cited remarks on delivering a "Christmas gift" to the United States. All of these developments suggested 
the potential escalation of tensions on the Korean Peninsula and even a return to the crisis atmosphere 
of late 2017.

Second, however, were a complex of strategic motives. Beijing clearly wanted to seize the high ground- 
including with its North Korean client—by drawing a sharp contrast between its role in maintaining the 
peace and stability of the Korean Peninsula and the adverse effects of the ongoing U.S. "maximum 
pressure" campaign. While openly blaming the U.S. for its inaction on implementing the DPRK-U.S. 

Singapore Joint Statement or assuaging North Korea's legitimate security concerns, Beijing 
could position itself as the honest broker to the conflict.
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Finally, there is some evidence that the Chinese leadership views Trump's approach to North Korea with 
a significant dose of skepticism. Beijing is perfectly aware of the uncertain political environment in 
Washington arising from the impeachment process and the onset of the presidential election cycle. The 
leadership appears to believe that it will be hard for the U.S. to take the initiative in such circumstances 

because it would be seen as a sign of weakness, including by Democrats; there was previously at least 
some hope that the U.S. might respond positively.

At a deeper level, though, Beijing appears convinced that the Trump administration's North Korea policy 

reflects only a tactical adjustment rather than a strategic policy change. "Maximum pressure" continues 
to dominate the "...and engagement," as the policy was initially articulated by Secretary of State Rex 
Tillerson. For China, the Trump administration might well have taken the initiative on bilateral talks with 
North Korea to create a personal talking point for the president in the short-run, while continuing the 

effort to suffocate the North Korea regime using the sanctions tool in the medium or long-term. Under 
this interpretation, China was clearly aware that the U.S. was unlikely to support the proposal, but it 
could nonetheless play a useful signaling function not only to the U.S. and North Korea, but to the Moon 
administration as well.

In this regard, the draft resolution does implicitly argue for a possible course of action that seems 
relatively costless to us. Given the risks of tinkering with extant UNSC resolutions, the easiest route to 
partial sanctions relief could run through Seoul. A starting point would be to grant the Moon 

administration more room to pursue its rail and road surveys. Such surveys may expend resources, but 
they are marginal and by no means constitute a commitment to proceed; in any case, such a survey 
would take 18 months if not more to complete. Any further progress would depend on North Korean 
actions on the nuclear front. Outlining in more concrete detail what a settlement could entail in terms of 

infrastructure investment seems to carry little risk. Moreover, it would do at least something to 
ameliorate the strains in the alliance arising from the differences between the Trump and Moon 
administrations about how to move forward.

Stephan Haggard is a Non-Resident Fellow at the Korea Economic Institute and the Lawrence and Sallye 
Krause Professor of Korea-Pacific Studies, Director of the Korea-Pacific Program and distinguished 
professor of political science at the School of Global Policy and Strategy University of California San 

Diego. Liuya Zhang is a master student at the School of Global Policy and Strategy, University of 
California, San Diego. She received her Bachelor Degree of Arts from Fudan University and Master's 
degree of International Studies from Seoul National University. The views expressed here are the authors' 
alone.

New Prospects for U.S.-Korea-Japan 

Cooperation
Posted on 30 January 2020. Tags: china diplomacy education energy environment Japan US - ROK Relations

By Emanuel Pastreich

The difficulties in promoting cooperation between Seoul, Tokyo, and Washington, D.C. in response to 
the rising technological and economic strength of China has been the hot topic of discussion in the
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United States. The standard answer is to attribute the difficulties to historical issues that have created 
an emotional gap between these two allies of the United States.

Although the resentment of Koreans regarding the events of the pre-war period are real, and they do 

occasionally create major obstacles, it is far from certain that they are the primary cause of the 
divergent views. It is entirely natural that South Korea, Japan, and the United States have divergent 
geopolitical interests. It is also clear that all three countries are riven domestically by ideological schisms 
that make a "NATO of Asia" difficult, if not impossible.

The push for collaboration has focused largely on military and security, with China postulated as a 
potential threat that must be countered through deterrence. Although this perspective has become 
commonplace in Washington, D.C., it is far from the consensus among experts on security in the United 

States, let alone in South Korea and Japan. If anything, concerns about nuclear war, climate change, the 
unprecedented concentration of wealth, and the negative impact of artificial intelligence and 
automation on human society dwarf any security threat from China, or from North Korea.

Thus, it is no surprise that there is no consensus on forging deeper military ties centered on potential 
threats from North Korea and China in the three countries.

In addition, we must ask ourselves whether future conflicts will follow familiar patterns. The rapid 

evolution of new technologies, from 3D printing to micro drones, to next-generation artificial 
intelligence assures us of a future in which powerful destructive tools will be available to small groups at 
the same time that internet-based links bring together similar groups around the world for like 
purposes. Such developments could make many current weapons systems obsolete from the start.

Technological change has also encouraged deep fragmentation within nation-states, at home and 
abroad. Simply raising military budgets, or preaching about our alliances, is not going to make us safer. 

We need to understand the nature of emerging threats that go beyond the schemata we have used 
previously to define security, and make sure that citizens in all three countries are properly informed.

Whether we are talking about preventing nuclear war, climate catastrophe, or hybrid conflicts at the 

national, regional and international levels, we need to use our creativity.

Cooperation between the United States, South Korea, and Japan in the security realm, either traditional 
or non-traditional, can be extremely positive, but it must be the result of a rigorous and robust 

discussion between the three countries on science, technology, the environment, policy and strategy as 
well. That discussion will not only assure us that we are spending the tax dollars of citizens on responses 
to security threats that are up to date and effective, but will also create a broad consensus among the 
citizens and experts involved in this discussion at every level that will help to avoid misunderstandings in 

the future.

The economic and technological integration between these three nations is considerable and offers 
paths for effective cooperation to address emerging challenges.

Rather than force through military-military cooperation which does not grow naturally out of a broader 
discussion, the three countries need to broaden and deepen cooperation in fields that deeply inform 
security, but which are not strictly military.

Education
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There is tremendous potential for cooperation in education between the United States, South Korea, 
and Japan which should be pursued in a systematic manner. For example, we can create sister relations 
between elementary schools, middle schools and high schools at the local level in all three countries 
that will be the foundations for deep exchanges. Internet-based learning can serve as an opportunity for 

students in the three countries to meet up with each other on-line, engage in common projects and 
learn about each other's neighborhoods, regions and countries.

If those exchanges are carried on long-term, they may evolve into lifetime relationships that will bring 

the three countries together.

Whether it is American, Korean and Japanese first-graders making presentations about their 
neighborhoods for each other, or community college students discussing with their peers how we 

should respond to the threat of nuclear war or the fragmentation of society, these opportunities for 
direct collaboration in education would be immensely valuable in building lasting ties.

Science

We cannot discuss the future of security unless our discussion is grounded in science. We must 
encourage the use of the scientific method in all three countries at every level, from discussions among 
friends up to the formulation of national policy.

Towards this end, we must promote long-term collaboration in scientific research between the three 
countries which is combined with a broader effort to promote scientific thinking in society as a whole.

There are projects in scientific research that involve researchers in the three nations already, as well as 
other nations. It would be possible to focus government funding on collaborative research between the 
three countries for long-term research projects on critical issues that would tie the three together in a 

stable and predictable manner and promote broader cooperation.

The joint research in biology and bioengineering between Professor Heiwan Lee of Hanyang University 
and Hara Masahiko of RIKEN that was active from 2010 to 2016 is a model for how joint collaboration 

can be conducted between Japan and South Korea. Bringing in an American institutional partner to that 
project would have made it even stronger.

But science is not just about research. It is critical that we invest heavily in increasing the understanding 

of science among citizens in the three countries and international cooperation in civic education is 
another critical field. Town Hall forums that encourage a scientific analysis of the challenges facing 
human society can be planned that link together citizens from the three countries and that provide, 
through translation, opportunities for deeper exchanges. Shared best practices between the United 

States, South Korea, and Japan, for example, could be valuable.

Technology and policy

Existing networks for cooperation for the development of technology and for the formulation of policy 
between the three countries can be enhanced and brought to focus on the needs of society, rather than 
financial profit.

For example, the development of the technology for next-generation electric batteries, solar cells, or 
wind-powered generators that will be in the public domain could be undertaken by the three countries.
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So also, programs for the development of new policies to implement those resilient technologies at the 
local level could be developed through cooperation between the three countries. The sharing of best 
practices could be done in the form of sister city/sister state relations, thereby encouraging 

collaboration between citizens.

The arts and the humanities

Cooperation in the performing arts, film, painting, sculpture, and writing could be a critical means of 

drawing the three countries together and creating a consensus on current issues. What we think about 
security in the United States, South Korea, and Japan will be determined by how "security" is 
represented and discussed. Security is ultimately a cultural, and not a technological, issue. Therefore the 
humanities are not secondary fields to policy and technology, but rather they are the front line where 

philosophy, morality, and methods of representation intersect.

The three countries can cooperate in making films that address the concerns of youth, the threat of 
climate change, the growing inequity in our society and numerous other topics. Providing reliable 

funding for such efforts can help artists and intellectuals from the three countries to join forces in 
efforts to create works of art that help citizens to conceive of current threats like climate change and 
nuclear war and that offer new directions for international collaboration between citizens for security.

Cultural exchanges can do much to deepen current discussions between the three countries. If we 
include creative activities like writing and music into otherwise dry and formalized discussions about 
security and trade, we can create an environment in which innovative approaches are possible and a 
more honest debate conceivable.

I have attended many meetings between high-level figures from government, industry, and research in 
which the conversation never went beyond the most superficial greetings. Such overly formalized 

meetings are tremendous loss because often the experts assembled represented a treasure of expertise.

Just having a chance to listen to a musical performance together, or create a work of art together, can 
transform such meetings into something remarkably positive. The arts and humanities can contribute 

not only to helping citizens to understand the challenges of our age, but also in facilitating a discourse 
between policymakers that goes beyond the rituals of state and gives real gravitas to the exchange.

Conclusion

The goal of enhancing cooperation between the United States, South Korea and Japan in the field of 
security is worthy. Achieving that goal will be a complex process. Identifying what exactly security will 
mean in the 21st century, and how we can cooperate in our response is a task that will require the three 

countries to cooperate closely at all levels, from kindergarten to advanced research laboratories, for the 
long term. Before we start signing any narrow military and intelligence agreements, let us make sure 
that we have worked together closely as citizens, experts and policy makers to understand scientifically 
the current challenges and to respond in a constructive and effective manner.

Emanuel Pastreich is the President of The Asia Institute and a Non-Resident Fellow at the Korea 
Economic Institute. The views expressed here are his own.

Image from the U.S. State Department flickr account.
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10 Issues to Watch for on the Korean 

Peninsula in 2020
Posted on 31 January 2020. Tags: diplomacy economics elections military
affairs politics Samsung sanctions security social issues technology trade US - ROK Relations

By Kyle Ferrier, Sang Kim, Yong Kwon, and Troy Stangarone

After the U.S.-North Korea summit in Singapore, 2019 was supposed to be the year that the United 
States and North Korea worked out a deal to begin dismantling its nuclear weapons and ballistic missile 
programs. It was not to be. The talks fell apart at the Hanoi summit, dashing hopes for increased inter- 

Korean cooperation, and the process never got back on track.

The breakdown of U.S.-North Korea talks, however, wasn't the only major relationship to face trouble in 
2019. South Korea's relations with Japan hit a low point as Tokyo surprised everyone by placing national 

security restrictions on three key chemicals for the production of semiconductors, threatening South 
Korea's most important export industry.

South Korea's economy also took a hit. The trade tensions with Japan, in combination with the U.S.- 

China trade war, already slowing exports of semiconductors, and slowing global growth, resulted in 
South Korea's lowest level of GDP growth since the Global Financial Crisis.

As we look forward to the rest of 2020, there will be significant focus on developments with North Korea 

and South Korea's relationship with Japan. Political change could be in the offing as well, as elections are 
set for the National Assembly and the presidency in the United States. But domestic issues dealing with 
the elderly and South Korea's declining fertility rate will also be in focus.

With that in mind, here are 10 issues related to North Korea, South Korean politics, and U.S.-Korea 
relations to follow that will have an impact on the Korean peninsula in the year to come:

Efforts to Denuclearize North Korea

Despite realizing the first ever U.S.-North Korea summit meeting in 2018, talks between the United 
States and North Korea largely came to a halt last year. The question for 2019 is what comes next in 

U.S.-North Korea relations. With Pyongyang announcing that it no longer feels bound by its prior pledges 
not to conduct nuclear weapons or ballistic missile tests, there are concerns that the Korean Peninsula 
may return to the "fire and fury" period of 2017. Alternatively, North Korea could attempt to return to 
talks with the United States and to strike a deal prior to the 2020 presidential election. However, the 

North Korean leadership likely recognize that any attempts to negotiate deal could be undone by a 
change in administrations in the United States.

More likely, North Korea will continue to increase its stockpile of weapons and engage in efforts to 

advance its weapons technology, while avoiding the types of tests that might force the international 
community to tighten the sanctions on its economy. In the absence of a provocative test by North 
Korea, another issue to watch will be how well the sanctions regime will hold. Russia and China have 
already signaled that they may have a waning patience for sanctions.
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Reaching an Agreement on U.S.-Korea Military Burden Sharing

Contentious negotiations between Seoul and Washington on a new Special Measures Agreement (SMA) 
- determining how much South Korea contributes to hosting U.S. military forces - have unsurprisingly 

lapsed their December 31 deadline. The Trump administration's call for Seoul to increase its 1.02 trillion 
won contribution by 400% caused a stir among South Koreans in the second half of last year. The sheer 
size of the proposed jump seemed to suggest that the U.S. underappreciated their country's support for 
the alliance and led many to question the nature of the relationship. Talks are set to resume this month, 

but it's unclear in what direction they are heading. In late December the South Korean newspaper 
Chosun llbo reported Washington's asking price had dropped to only a 10-20% increase, which U.S. 
officials later denied.

The conditions of a new SMA could have significant implications for the alliance, though there are still 
many unanswered questions. Other than the amount, the other significant aspect to follow is duration.
If the U.S. again pushes for a one-year deal - rather than the multi-year agreements that both sides 
usually agreed to prior to the Trump administration - it could be a big gamble for South Korea given the 

U.S. presidential election in November. Since Trump himself is by all accounts driving the U.S. position, if 
he were to lose his re-election campaign then his Democratic opponent would be much less likely to 
pursue such a hardline stance. However, should Seoul and Washington strike a one-year deal and Trump 
wins in November, the new SMA talks could be even more of a challenge to the alliance than they have 

been recently.

Revitalizing the South Korean Economy

The South Korean economy is in the doldrums. GDP is expected to have only grown by 2 percent last 
year, the lowest since the wake of the global financial crisis in 2009. Even if the government were to hit 
its 2.4 percent growth target - which many see as too ambitious - it would mark the first time since at 

least 1954 that the country recorded back-to-back years of lower than 2.5 percent growth.

Getting the economy back on track is among President Moon's highest priorities for this year. Though 
the administration's "income-led" growth policies have produced limited results so far, the Blue House 

will amplify its efforts this year with new plans for infrastructure, job creation, and social spending. But, 
the question still remains whether these initiatives will be enough to reinvigorate the economy. Moon's 
detractors continue to argue his policies still don't do enough to account for business interests and are 
therefore destined to fail. What will likely have a much greater impact on the direction of the South 

Korean economy this year, however, are major developments abroad. Increased demand for 
semiconductors and a resolution between Beijing and Washington on trade issues could be a boon for 
the economy, just as much as further uncertainty could act as a drag.

The Course of South Korea's Relations with Japan

Last year saw relations between South Korea and Japan hit one of their lowest points since the 
normalization of relations in 1965. In response to a South Korean Supreme Court's decision in 2018 that 

Japanese companies were liable for their use of forced labor during the Second World War, Japan 
decided in July to place national security restrictions on three key chemicals for the production of 
semiconductors and later to remove South Korea from its "white list" of trusted exported partners. 
South Korea responded by removing Japan from its "white list" of trading partners and announcing that
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it would not renew its military intelligence sharing agreement with Japan - though that has been 
delayed for the moment. Despite lower level meetings and a meeting between President Moon and 
Prime Minister Abe Shinzo in late December, South Korea and Japan have been unable to resolve their 
disputes. The question for 2020 is whether the two sides will be able to find a resolution to their 

economic and historical disputes that would allow them to improve relations, or whether this could 
become the new normal.

Can 5G Help Improve the Prospects of South Korea's Semiconductor Industry?

With Samsung and SK Hynix two of the world's dominant producers of memory chips, along with the 
U.S. based Micron, South Korea was well placed to take advantage of the growing demand for memory 
chips in recent years. In 2017 and 2018, a surge in demand in the semiconductor industry helped to turn 

memory chips into South Korea's top export item, accounting for nearly 14 percent of exports in 2018 
and up from just 5 percent in 2014. However, the super cycle began coming to an end in the second half 
of 2018 and sales continued to decline throughout 2019. The prospects of recovery have been clouded 
over the last year by Japan's new export restrictions and the U.S.-China trade war. They have also been 

hindered by the slower rollout of 5G around the world due to U.S. efforts to convince countries not to 
use Huawei for their 5G infrastructure. However, there is hope that as 5G comes online in more markets 
demand for new 5G capable phones, along with the continued growth in data centers, will help to boost 
the prospects for South Korea's most important industry.

How the U.S. Presidential Elections Could Impact Policy

Although taking place outside the Korean Peninsula, the U.S. presidential election in November will have 

a significant impact on the Korean Peninsula. The election of Donald Trump in 2016 brought about a 
significant shift in how the United States manages its alliances with countries such as South Korea and 
its policy towards North Korea. The shape of U.S. policy on issues related to burden sharing, trade, and 

North Korea will likely all depend on whether Trump is able to win reelection. Those policies could all 
shift if the Democratic nominee or another Republican were to win the White House in 2020 if Trump 
were removed from office.

Legislative Election in April will likely Shape the Platforms and Outlook of Korea's Major Parties

In addition to the U.S. presidential election in November, South Korea will hold a critical election in April 
for all 300 seats in the country's unicameral legislature. This election will serve as a litmus test for the 

public's confidence in the incumbent administration's direction and determine President Moon Jae-in's 
ability to advance policies during his remaining time in office. Taking a broader view, the election is 
historic because new faces representing new constituents will take their seats in the next legislative 
session. The National Assembly's recent decision to lower the voting age from 19 to 18 will bring 

530,000 potential new constituents to the polling booth in April. It is unclear yet how this will impact 
support for either conservative or progressive parties - but this will no doubt impact the platforms of 
respective parties looking to win the support of this new cohort. This perhaps partly influenced the 
leading parties' decision to retire prominent legislators who had long been the face of the political 

establishment. Examples include former ruling party legislator and presidential chief of staff Im Jong- 
Seok and former opposition leader Kim Moo-sung. The upcoming general election, therefore, acts as a 
beginning of a new period for the increasingly assertive National Assembly.
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Can South Korea Improve Its Fertility Rate

South Korea faces a demographic crisis. South Koreans are living longer and South Koreans born a 
decade from now are expected to have among the longest lifespans of any group of people in the world. 

However, the question facing South Korea is how many children will be born when the country attains 
this public health success? In 2018, South Korea had a total fertility rate of 0.98, a historic low, and the 
final data for 2019 is expected to be even lower. Through September of last year, births were down 8.9 
percent from 2018. It will take time and significant social change to return to anything close to the 

number of births that would allow Korea to reach the replacement rate of 2.1, but the key to watch in 
2020 is whether South Korea is able to introduce measures to reverse the current trend and return to a 
total fertility rate of at least 1.0. The odds are likely stacked against it.

Will the Government Comprehensibly Tackle Elderly Poverty?

President Moon Jae-in pledged to improve the social safety net upon his election in 2017. Since then, 
the South Korean government's efforts to assist underemployed youths, curb the financial burdens of 

childcare, and raise the minimum wage have received the most attention from economists and the 
media. This can be attributed to the expectation that these policies will have the most impact on South 
Korea's human capital resources and industrial productivity in the years ahead.

However, the country's biggest social welfare crisis is elderly poverty. 2017 data from the Organization 
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) revealed that 43.8 percent of South Koreans over 
the age of 65 live in relative poverty (defined as earning 50 percent or less of median household income) 
- well above the average of 12.5 percent for OECD member countries. This is more than any other 

country in the 34-country community. While the government does distribute a basic pension to elderly 
who are in the bottom quintile of income earners, the policy (covering around 35 percent of seniors) 
provides an insufficient amount to those who qualify and leaves those who do not qualify in a 

precarious economic position.

Moreover, with the future tax base falling alongside declining birth rates, the National Assembly Budget 
Office noted that reserves of the National Pension Service will reach zero in 2054.

In response to the crisis, President Moon has pledged to increase the basic pension by nearly 50 percent 
and double the number of job openings for older workers. However, the challenge is not simply a 
financial one - reports suggest that many elderly also suffer from loneliness and associated mental 

health issues. This has manifested in several social challenges, including growing crime rate among 
elderly and the highest elderly suicide rate among OECD countries. Therefore, resolving the elderly 
poverty crisis will require a more in-depth solution that incorporates community participation and 
increased public funding.

How YouTube Shapes Media Consumption in South Korea

In 2019, South Koreans spent more time on YouTube than any other mobile apps. South Koreans teens 

spent an average of 42 hours a month watching YouTube videos and people in 20s spent about 31 
hours. It is also interesting that people in the 50s and above watch a significant amount of YouTube 
videos with an average of 20 hours a month, more than people in the 30s and 40s. The number of South 
Korean smartphone users also hit a record high in 2019, now over 91% of the population own
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smartphones. People now have instant access to content whenever and wherever compared to 
traditional cable TVs.

So what are they watching? There is a wide variety of content available for any audience across the age 

range, from mukbang, music videos, product reviews, kids channel, lectures, cooking, to politics and 
news. YouTube is not only a source of entertainment but increasingly becoming a resource for self
learning and information. It also became an attractive space where people can create their own content 
to share with others and even make a profits. Because of the popularity and influence of YouTube, being 

a YouTube creator made it to the topic_3_ dream jobs for South Korean elementary schoolers, followed 
by athletes and teachers.

Given the wide accessibility and popularity, creating a YouTube channel has been a trending 

communication strategy for companies and even government agencies to send their message and 
expand their audience. In 2020, YouTube will continue to influence and impact how South Koreans 
consume online content and we will see more media content tailored toward YouTube users.

Kyle Ferrier is Fellow and Director of Academic Affairs at the Korea Economic Institute of America, Sang 
Kim is the Director of Public Affairs and Intern Coordinator, Yong Kwon is the Director of 
Communications, and Troy Stangarone Senior Director and Fellow. The views expressed here are the 
authors' alone.

Image created by Juni Kim Senior Manager for Operations and Technology at the Korea Economic 
Institute of America. Image photos from theflickr Creative Commons photostreams of The White Flouse, 
the Republic of Korea, and the U.S. Pacific Fleet.

What the United States Can Do to Help 

North Korea with the Coronavirus
Posted on 10 February 2020. Tags aid diplomacy social issues

By Troy Stangarone

In response to the outbreak of the coronavirus in China, North Korea has closed its border to tourists 
and commerce with China and Russia to prevent the spread of the disease in North Korea. But helping 

North Korea address the crisis would not only be the right thing to do, it could also serve as an entryway 
for the United States build trust needed for future talks on other issues.

Officially, North Korea's self-imposed quarantine has worked. It has not reported any cases of infection 

to the World Health Organization. However, North Korea is an opaque society and there have been 
indications that the disease has spread to North Korea. Five North Koreans reportedly died in the area of 
Sinuiju from symptoms similar to the coronavirus, while there are reports that a North Korean 
in Pyongyang may have contracted the virus as well.

While North Korea has made progress in some areas since its healthcare system went into decline in the 
1990s, it still lacks the tools that other countries have to deal with contagious viruses such as the 
coronavirus. At this critical moment, North Korea likely needs access to facial masks and sanitizers to 

prevent the virus from spreading. For those who have contracted the virus, North Korean doctors
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would need equipment and supplies such as ventilators, medication to stabilize blood pressure, and 
intravenous fluids to treat the virus.

It is unclear in recent years if North Korea has put the proper resources into building up its healthcare 

infrastructure. Moreover, access to these supplies has been made more complicated in recent years as 
aid organizations have faced additional challenges in working in North Korea from international 

sanctions.

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) does recommend facial masks for travelers, 
but it notes that proper sanitation is also an important part of preventing the spread of the 
coronavirus. While North Korea has increased domestic production of facial masks to try and meet 
demand, it is unclear if it is producing versions of facial masks that most effective and it would likely also 

need help in ensuring proper sanitation products are available.

This is where the United States could provide assistance to North Korea. Sanctions were never intended 
to inhibit the shipment of non-dual use medical supplies and it will be much more difficult to contain the 

virus if it there were to be a serious outbreak in North Korea.

The United States could offer to provide North Korea with additional supplies of hand sanitizer and facial 
masks to help prevent the spread of the disease. Or, if that were objectionable to North Korea, the 

United States could work help facilitate their provision from NGOs willing to provide North Korea 

assistance.

In addition to providing supplies, the United States could offer to have the CDC consult with North 

Korean doctors via phone or programs such as Skype. Should there be a wider outbreak, then the CDC 
could also coordinate other needed supplies that North Korea may need to treat the infected.

While the United States should not offer this assistance with the hope of it inducing North Korea to 
return to talks on its nuclear weapons programs, it could help in improving the relationship in the long
term. Building mutual trust requires taking steps that demonstrate that one party in a dispute is willing 
to help the other rather than just continue a cold stalemate.

However, if the United States did reach out to offer North Korea help, it should be done through 
discreet channels to allow North Korea greater latitude to accept the aid. Public pronouncements might 
be misperceived in North Korea as U.S. efforts to suggest it cannot contain the spread of the coronavirus 

on its own. Discrete cooperation, instead, is likely better for both countries.

Troy Stangarone is the Senior Director and Fellow at the Korea Economic Institute of America. The views 
expressed here are the author's alone.

Photo from Uri Tours' photostream onflickr Creative Commons.

Number of North Korean Defectors Declines
Posted on 19 February 2020. Tags Human Rights social issues

By Robert R. King
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North Korean "defectors" or refugees are one of the most visible and tragic consequences of the North 
Korean government's abysmal policies denying its own citizens internationally acknowledged human 
rights, including the right of freedom of movement. The decision to leave North Korea is not easy, and it 
is one that has very difficult and dangerous consequences. Since the devastating famine in North Korea 

in the mid-1990s some 35,000 citizens in the North have left their homes and been able to resettle in 
South Korea. An additional thousand or two have settled in Europe and some 225 have been admitted 
to the United States.

This number is only a small portion of the numbers who have gone illegally to China. It also does not 
include probably thousands of others who have attempted to leave the North, but been captured in the 
attempt to leave and died in prison camps. It does not include those who have been killed trying to 
leave by North Korean border guards, who have orders to shoot defectors if they are discovered trying 

to leave. Chinese border guards and police authorities are complicit because they routinely return to 
the North any escaping refugees they capture.

Figures on refugees reaching South Korea, the United States and elsewhere in the last year are 

significantly lower than in the recent past. From the mid-1990s until the end of 2019, some 33,523 
defectors resettled in South Korea. The number who resettled during 2019, however, is the smallest 
number in the last two decades, and represents a consistent decline from a peak of 2,914 in 2009 to 

only 1,047 last year.

The number of defectors admitted to the United States from 2006 to 2019 has been small—218 for a 
decade and a half. But the number has declined, as one journalist described it, "to a trickle," and no 
North Koreans were granted asylum in 2019 for the first time since the U.S. began accepting North 

Korean refugees. This is down from the peak number of defectors coming to the United States in 2008, 
when 38 were admitted. While immigration to the United States is down across the board because of 
anti-immigrant policies and rhetoric of the Trump Administration, in the case of North Korea it appears 

to be more a question of the numbers leaving the North have significantly declined.

North Korean Policy to Discourage Defections

The decline in defectors leaving the North is largely due to North Korean policy, which has been more 
aggressive since Kim Jong-un became leader in late 2011. Penalties for North Koreans caught trying to 
leave the country are harsh. The UN Commission of Inquiry on DPRK human rights reported that 
defectors are deemed "to have committed 'treason against the Fatherland by defection' under the 

Criminal Code," a crime that is punished by a minimum of five years of "reform through labor." (COI 
Detailed findings, paragraphs 380-492.) North Korean border guards have orders to shoot illegal border 
crossers, and credible media reports clearly indicate that the border guards understand and fulfill those 
orders.

Refugees leaving the North almost all cross the border with China because the North Korean border with 
South Korea (the De-Militarized Zone or DMZ) is so heavily guarded that access from the North is 
particularly difficult. A North Korean soldier who attempted to cross the DMZ between North and South 

in November 2017 was shot five times by fellow soldiers as he fled to the South.

In addition to aggressively seeking to prevent border crossing, Kim Jong-un has also undertaken a media 
campaign designed to reduce the attractiveness of life in South Korea by highlighting "re-defections"—
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the return to the North of a tiny number of defectors who left and resettled in the South. They are 
portrayed as having become disillusioned with the South and they were warmly welcomed home by the 

North.

A number of widely publicized media events involving "re-defectors" have sought to portray South 
Korean, American, and other human rights activists who helped refugees as "deceptive, dangerous, and 
exploitative people." The events have shown misguided defectors being welcomed when they return to 
the North, and the media has played up the theme that they were not punished for returning home.

One returnee, who appeared on North Korean national television gives a flavor of these 
programs: "When I deplaned [in Pyongyang], quieting my thumping heart, I was stunned by the cordial 
reception. I felt at that time how affectionate and great the motherland is to me. The dear 

respected Kim Jong-un did not blame me, who did so many wrongs in the past, but brought me under 
his warm care. He showed profound loving care for me."

The media events have also sought to show that though the South may be more affluent, North Koreas 

living in the South are an underclass who suffer discrimination and have a lower quality of life than the 
South Korean elite. Despite this official message, however, the number of defectors who have returned 
to the North is small. Official South Korean figures in 2015 indicate that less than 3 percent of defectors 
whereabouts were unknown, but of that number most were living in other countries and only about a 

dozen were known to have returned to the North. A member of the South Korean National 
Assembly reported that during the four-and-a-half years from 2015 to September 2019, only 12 
defectors were identified attempting to return to the North.

Conditions in the South for Defectors

Despite South Korean government programs to provide help, resettlement is difficult in a very different 

and very competitive economic, social and political system. The suicide rate of North Korean defectors 
in South Korea is triple the rate for South Koreans. Nam Young-hwa, president of the Women's 
Association for the Future of the Korean Peninsula, suggested that this higher suicide rate was due to 
the traumatic sense of isolation and financial difficulties that defectors face.

Recent Ministry of Unification data reported that Northern refugees were approaching salary and 
employment figures of Koreans born in the South, but there is still a gap. In 2019 refugees earned on 
average the equivalent of US$1,720 per month, while Southern-born Koreans earned $2,220, a 
difference of about $500. North Koreans participating in the economy last year was 62.1 percent, only 

slightly lower than South Korean-born citizens at 63.3 percent. Defectors satisfaction with their quality 
of life in the South in 2019 increased to 74.2 percent satisfied, which was 1.7 percent above the previous 
year. These figures suggest that Northerners are not at the same level as Southerners, but differences 

between the two groups are not huge.

An event that provoked national soul-searching on the treatment of defectors in late July of 2019 was 
the discovery of the bodies of a 42 year-old North Korean defector and her six-year old son in their 

apartment in Seoul. No food was found in the apartment, and the woman's bank account balance was 
zero. Authorities concluded that the woman and her son had apparently died of starvation. The woman 
had been trafficked as a bride to a man in rural Northeast China. She was aided in escaping from China 
and resettled in South Korea, and in 2018 she returned to China, where she divorced her husband, and
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then returned to Seoul with her son. A spontaneous shrine sprang up in Seoul as people who did not 
know the woman or her son mourned her death.

The incident highlights the difficulties of the resettlement of refugees from the North in the

South. Many have done well, others have had problems adjusting, but most miss family and friends that
they left behind when they migrated to the South.

The South Korean government has been sensitive and attentive to the difficulties and problems of the 

refugees. A few months after the death of the defector and her son, the Ministry of 
Unification announced that it will provide additional support to over 550 North Korean defectors who 
were found to be facing harsh living conditions. The Ministry also said it will continue to monitor 
refugee living conditions to determine if specific individuals need additional support in an effort order to 

prevent such tragedies.

Despite the problems of adjustment in South Korea, defectors who have returned to the North are few 
in number. As we noted earlier, Kim Jong-un has sought to highlight refugees who have returned to the 

North with media events and much hoopla. But most defectors have heard stories of the brutal 
treatment of North Koreans who have been apprehended attempting to leave the country or who have 
been returned by Chinese police authorities after an unsuccessful effort to leave. Reports of police 
brutality are likely to be found more believable than those of the leader showing "loving care."

North-South Rapprochement and Impact on Seoul's Attitude toward Defectors

In the past, conservative South Korean governments used the defector issue to tarnish the reputation of 

the North for its human rights abuses. The government of President Moon Jae-in since 2016 has actively 
pursued a policy of engagement with the North, which has undermined Seoul's previous support for 
defectors. Pyongyang clearly would like to see an end to Seoul's support for Northern defectors.

Most of the politically active refugees in the South lean to the conservative side of the political 
spectrum. Highlighting the conservative political leanings of defectors is the recent announcement by 
Thae Yong-ho, former North Korean deputy ambassador to the United Kingdom and one of the most 

senior DPRK officials to defect to the South. Thae said he will seek election to the National Assembly in 
the 2020 elections as a representative of the conservative Liberty Korea Party.

The shift in policy by the Seoul government has been evident. In May 2019 the South Korean 

government devoted effort and energy to securing the release of seven defectors who fled the North 
and were being held in China. The case, which Seoul was handling quietly, became public. South 
Korea's Foreign Minister did not discuss details with the press, but she expressed concern for the safety 
of the refugees and emphasized the delicacy of discussions with China.

Six months later in November 2019, the Seoul government expelled and returned to Pyongyang two 
North Korean sailors who sought to defect and who were suspected of killing sixteen shipmates. The 
incident including the return of the two sailors was not made public by the South Korean government 

until journalists discovered and publicized a text message confirming the repatriation. The South Korean 
National Assembly launched an investigation into the matter.

The decision of the Moon Administration to return the two sailors was made without granting them 

access to an attorney, without a court hearing on the case, and without allowing them to appeal the
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government's decision to repatriate them. This was the first time ever that North Koreans were 
repatriated by the South Korean government because of crimes they were alleged to have committed in 
the North or because their intent to defect may have been dishonest.

That same month, 11 North Korean refugees crossed into Vietnam on their on their way to South 
Korea. After their arrest for illegal entry in Vietnam, it was announced that they would be returned to 
North Korea. The Moon Jae-in government in Seoul was criticized for failing to use its diplomatic 
influence with Hanoi to press for the refugees to be allowed to continue their journey to South 

Korea. Despite South Korean media giving extensive publicity to the plight of the defectors, the Foreign 
Ministry in Seoul only pursued the issue after European organizations became involved.

There have been other indications of a change by Seoul. In the March 2018 the Moon government's 

budget boosted funds for inter-Korean cooperation while aid for South Korean human rights efforts 
were significantly cut, including a 31 percent reduction in aid for defectors. The government justified 
that cut because the number of new refugees has declined. The budget funding for human rights groups 
focused on North Korea was significantly cut back, despite no indication of progress on human rights 

issues in the North. The Ministry of Unification's Human Rights Foundation saw its funds cut 93 percent 
and the budget for the database maintained by the Ministry on human rights abuses by the North was 

cut by 74%.

Furthermore, in November 2019, the South Korean government did not sponsor the annual UN General 
Assembly resolution critical of North Korea's human rights record. The South sponsored every annual 
UN resolution from 2008 to November 2019. A letter to President Moon from Human Rights Watch and 
66 other international human rights organizations from Human Rights Watch and 66 other international 

human rights organizations questioned the South Korean government's position on human rights, in 
particular failing to cosponsor the UN General Assembly resolution critical of North Korea's human rights 
record. The letter also called for the South Korean government to investigate and publish the results of 

the investigation into the repatriation of the two North Korean fishermen whose basic human rights 
were violated under South Korean law.

This criticism of South Korea was particular noteworthy because Moon Jae-in is a human rights attorney 

and his Foreign Minister Kang Kyung-wha served for over six years as the United Nations Deputy High 
Commissioner for Human Rights. South Korea's search for reconciliation and reunification with North 
Korea, as well as the United States' quest for denuclearization of the North, are awkward bedfellows 
with a policy of actively helping and protecting North Korean refugees.

Public support in South Korea for the plight of North Korean defectors has limited how far Seoul can cut 
back defector support in order to achieve other goals with Pyongyang. Despite clear indications of what 
the Moon government would like to do in its support for defectors, the government announced that it 

would provide additional support for some 553 North Korean defectors who were facing difficult living 
conditions just a few months after the death by starvation of a defector and her young son. It is clear 
that strong public sentiment in South Korea has constrained how far the government can go in cutting 
back on helping defectors.
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Robert R. King is a Non-Resident Fellow at the Korea Economic Institute of America. Fie is former U.S. 
Special Envoy for North Korea Fiuman Rights. The views expressed here are his own.

Photo from the PBS NewsFiour's photostream onflickr Creative Commons.

North Korean Coal Smuggling, Still 

Profitable
Posted on 27 February 2020. Tags sanctions trade

By Troy Stangarone

According to a recently leaked UN 1718 Committee report, North Korea exported 3.7 million metric 
tons of coal in the first eight months for 2019 despite UN sanctions prohibiting North Korean coal 
exports. Earning the regime $370 million, these exports help explain how Pyongyang has been able to 

finance its trade deficit. Moreover, it potentially disproves the widely-held assumption that North 
Korea's smuggling activities are untenable in the long-term because of the added costs.

The UN estimates suggest that illicit exports of North Korean coal increased by nearly 300 percent by 

value and volume from May through August compared to the first four months of the year.

North Korea Coal Exports in Weight (2010-2019)
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The UN has not released full year data, but if North Korean exports of coal in the four months of 2019 

merely declined to the average of the prior eight months that would suggest that North Korea 
potentially earned an additional $185 million from coal exports for a potential total of $550 million for 

the full year. It would also suggest that North Korea may have exceeded the cap on value initially placed 
on Pyongyang's coal exports in 2017 before the full ban was put in place.
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North Korea Coal Exports in Trade Value (2010-2019)
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The report values North Korean coal exports at approximately $100 a metric ton, which is in line with 

the value placed on illicit North Korean coal exports in the 1718 Committee's previously released 
report which estimated that North Korea had exported 930,000 metric tons in the first four months of 

2019.

Traditionally North Korea has earned less from its coal exports to China per metric ton than exporters 
such as Australia, which is China's largest source of imported coal. At $100 per metric ton, however, it 

suggests that North Korea is not taking a significant discount on its coal exports from the sanctions.

Even prior to sanctions, North Korea received less per metric ton than countries such as Australia. In 
2016, the last year before sanctions were placed on North Korean coal exports, Australian coal 
exports averaged $79 per metric ton while North Korean coal exports to China averaged a little under 
$53 per metric ton.

Full year trade data by commodity for 2019 is not yet publically available from China or Australia. 
However, in 2018, exports of Australian coal to China averaged $130 per metric ton. If 2019 prices are 

ultimately similar, that would suggest that dollar per metric ton spread between Australian coal and 
North Korean coal has largely remained the same, while the percentage price that North Korea receives 
relative to Australian coal has actually improved from 67 percent to 77 percent.

With UN sanction on a range of North Korean exports in addition to coal, there has been a significant 
decline in North Korean exports. In the case of China, North Korea's largest trading partner, exports 
declined from $1.7 billion in 2017 to $215 million in 2019 as a wider range of sanctions were 
implemented, while imports only declined from $3.3 billion to $2.6 billion over the same period.

If confirmed, this would help explain how North Korea has been able to maintain a relatively high level 
of imports from China despite its official export earnings having declined so precipitously. One theory 

has been that North Korea was spending down its foreign reserves to cover its trade deficit with China. 
However, if UN estimates are correct, North Korea's trade deficit can be partially explained by the 
revenue generated from Pyongyang's illicit exports of coal exports.
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